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1. INTRODUCTION 
Milnor and Thurston have developed a so-called “kneading theory” to 
analyse the iterates of piecewise monotone mappings on an interval. Their 
account can be found in the papers: On iterated maps of the interval. I. The 
kneading matrix, and II. Periodic points (Milnor and Thurston [17], 
which have finally been published [lS]). In these notes we describe 
the theory presented in these papers, and at the same time make some 
extensions to it. 
Let a, b E R’ with a < b and put Z= [a, b]. The set of continuous map- 
pings f: I-, Z which map the closed interval Z back into itself will be 
denoted by C(Z); f E C(Z) is called piecewise monotone if there exists m 2 0 
and a=c,<c,< ... <c,+~ = b such thatfis strictly monotone on each of 
the intervals (ck-, , c,), k = 1, . . . . m + 1. Let f be piecewise monotone and 
suppose the minimal choice for the ck’s has been made, i.e., so that Sis not 
monotone in any neighbourhood of ck for each 1 <k d m; then c,, . . . . c, 
are called the turning points off and the intervals (ck- i, c,), k = 1, . . . . 
m+ 1, the laps off: 
The set of piecewise monotone mappings in C(Z) will be denoted by 
M(Z); for f E M(Z) let T(f) denote the set of turning points off: Note that 
M(Z) is closed under composition: If f, ge M(Z) then fo ge M(Z). This 
follows since fog is strictly monotone on any interval which does not 
intersect the finite set T(g)u g-‘(T(f)) (and in fact T(fog)= 
(T(g) u g-‘(T(f))) n (a, b)). In particular, if f EM(Z) then f” EM(Z) for 
each n 2 1, where if g: X+ X is a mapping of some set X back into itself 
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and n > 0 then g” denotes the nth iterate of g, i.e., g”: X + X is defined 
inductively by go(x) =x and g”(x) = g(g”- ‘(x)) for each n 2 1 and x E X. 
The iterates of mappings in M(Z) provide simple examples of discrete 
dynamical systems whose behaviour, nevertheless, can be very complicated. 
Dynamical systems of this type have been used as models in the biological 
and physical sciences (see, for example, Lorenz [ 141, May [ 151, May and 
Oster [16], Guckenheimer, Oster, and Ipaktchi [4], Collet and Eckmann 
[2], and Gumowski and Mira [S]). They are also ideally suited for 
making numerical “experiments” using a computer (Feigenbaum [ 31). The 
theory associated with such mappings has undergone a rapid development 
during the last 10 years; elementary accounts discussing various aspects of 
this subject can be found in, for example, Collet and Eckmann [2], 
Nitecki [20], Hofbauer [9], and Preston [22,23]. 
Kneading theory provides a technique for analysing the iterates of map- 
pings in M(Z). The aim of these notes is to provide an introduction to this 
theory. Our presentation can be divided into three parts. The first part 
(Sections 2-5) deals with the combinatorics of kneading theory, where 
combinatorics is meant in the sense of establishing identities in Z[[t]], the 
ring of formal power series over Z. In the second part (Section 6) the 
elements of Z[ [t]] introduced in the first part are considered as power 
series in the complex variable t. Here the identities become equations for 
meromorphic functions defined in the unit disk. The third part (Sec- 
tions 7-10) looks at some applications of the theory; these are to piecewise 
linear models, to counting fixed points, to computing the total variation, 
and to constructing an invariant measure with maximal entropy. We now 
give a more detailed outline of the contents. 
Part 1. The Combinatorics of Kneading Theor? 
At the heart of the theory lies the kneading matrix, and what we call the 
“main kneading identity.” If f E M(Z) with 1 T( f )I = m > 0 then the kneading 
matrix of f is an m x m matrix with coefftcients in Z[ [t]]. This matrix 
contains, in a certain sense, all the important combinatorial information 
concerning the iterates of f: The main kneading identity, which is an 
identity in Z[ [t]], serves as the principal tool for extracting the informa- 
tion stored in the kneading matrix. 
In order to define this matrix, and to state the main identity, we must 
introduce some of the elements of Z[[t]] which make up the raw 
ingredients of kneading theory. Almost all these elements are of the form 
c flZ0 a(f”) t”, with f E M(Z) and where c(: M(Z) --f Z is a “counting” func- 
tion. Since this is the case it is convenient to define CI*: M(Z) --f Z[ [t]] by 
a*(f)=C,>,o cr(f”) t” whenever we have such a function LY: M(Z) -+ Z. We 
split up the formal power series which occur into three groups, as follows: 
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1. For REM let Z(f) denote the number of laps of J; and let 
Z(f; t) E Z[[t]] be given by Z(f; t) = Cnr,, Z(f”)t”, i.e., Z(f; 1) = Z*(f). More 
generally, let J denote the set of non-empty open intervals .ZC (a, b), and 
for J E J define I(. ) J): M(Z) --t Z by 
4fIJ)= Inf)nJI + 1. (1.1) 
Z(f (J) is thus the number of laps off which intersect the interval J. For 
feM(Z) let Z(f IJ; t)=Z(-[J)*(f), i.e., Z(f IJ; t)=~naoZ(f”IJ)t”. In 
particular, Z(f; t) = Z(f ( (a, b); t). 
2. For f E M(Z) and x E (a, b) put 
T(x,f)= {.YGAW~(f):f(.Y)=x~9 
and for JE J let y(x, J, .): M(Z) -P E be given by 
Y(X, J, f) = IJn m f-N. (1.2) 
Thus y(x, J, f) is the number of pre-images of x under f which lie in the 
interval J and which are not turning points of J: For f l M(Z) let 
Y(X, J, f; t) = 7(x, J, . )* (f ). 
3. ForfEM(Z), JEJ, and xe(a,b)--T(f) define 
1 
dx,f)= -1 
i 
if f is increasing in a neighbourhood of x, 
if f is decreasing in a neighbourhood of x, 
and let &Y, J, f) = Xl(f(x)) (where xJ is the characteristic function of J, 
i.e., 
1 
x.kY)= () 
i 
if ~EJ, 
otherwise. 
Now for x E [a, b) put 0(x+, f) = lim,,l, a(~, f), x(x+, J, f) = 
limYl,,X(y, J, f), and define 0(x+, J, .): M(Z) -+ Z by 
e(x+, J,f)=a(x+,f)X(x+, J,f). (1.3) 
Thus 0(x+, J, f) tells us whether or not the image underfof a point just 
to the right of x lies in J and, if it does, whether f is increasing or decreas- 
ing just to the right of x. For f EM(Z) let 0(x+, J,f; t)=O(x+, J, .)*(f). 
In the same way, if x~(u,b] then put a(x-,f)=lim,r,a(y,f), 
x(x-, J, f)=lim Yt.r x(y, J, f ), define 0(x-, J, .): MU) -+ ~2 by 
0(x-, J,f)=a(x-,f)z(x-,J,f) (1.4) 
and let 0(x-, J,f; t)=O(x--, J, s)*(f). 
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The main kneading identity establishes a relationship between the second 
and third groups of these formal power series. The elements I(f ( J; t) of the 
first group will be used mostly in applications; they do not play such an 
important role in the theory itself, and they can easily be computed from 
elements of the form y(c, J, f; t), c E T(f). More precisely, Proposition 2.1 
gives us that 
/(fIJ;t)=(l-f))’ 
( 
l+t c y(c,J,f;t) (1.5) 
(‘E v/-j 1 
for each f~ M(Z), JE J. 
It is convenient to introduce some further elements of Z[ [It]] which are 
given in terms of fI(x+,J,f;t) and 0(x-,J,f;t). For x~(a,b) and JEJ 
define v(x, J, . ): M(1) + Z by 
V(-~,J,f)=e(X+,J,f)--ecx-,J,f,, 
and let v(x, J, S; t) = v(x, J, .)*(f); thus 
v(x,J,f;t)=e(x+,J,f;t)-e(x-,J,f;t). 
(1.6) 
Moreover, if XE (a, 61 and J= (u, u) E J then define fl(x, J, .): M(Z) + Z by 
B(x, J, f) = Nu+, (a, x), f) - O(t)-, (a, x), f), (1.7) 
and let j?(x, J, f; t) = /?(.x, J, .)* (,f); hence 
B(x, J,f; t)=O(u+, (a,x),f;t)-6’(~-> (%x),./if). 
The main kneading identity can now be stated (it will reappear as 
Theorem 2.3). This says that if fE M(Z), J E J, and d E T(f) then 
B(d, J, f; f) = - c Y(C, J, f; t) v(c, (a, d), .L t). (1.8) 
(‘En/l 
There is also an identity for points in (a, b)- T(f): If JE J and 
XE(U, b)- r(f) then 
bkJ,At)=~(x,J,f;t)- c y(c,J,f;t)v(c,(a,x),f;t). (1.9) 
(‘f? T(f) 
Looking at (1.8) leads to the following definition: Let f~M(1) with 
( T(f)1 = m > 0, and let T(f) = {c,, . . . . cm}, labelled so that c, < c2 < . . < 
c,. For 16i, j<m define 
607’7X’?-5’ 
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Then (1.8) can clearly be restated: For 1 <j< m and each JE J 
Kc,, J, f; t) = f y(ci, J, h t) K,(.fi t). 
i= I 
(1.10) 
The matrix K(f; t) = (K,(f; t)), Gi.iGm 5 M(m x m, H[ [t]]) is what we call 
the kneading matrix of $ The determinant d(f; t) = det(K(f; t)) of the 
kneading matrix is then called the kneading determinant ofJ: 
Warning. These definitions are not quite the same as those in Milnor 
and Thurston, although they serve the same purpose. In Section 3 we give 
the exact connection with Milnor and Thurston’s definitions. In particular, 
we will see there that Milnor and Thurston’s kneading determinant, which 
we denote by D(f; t), is equal to (1 - et)-’ . d(f; t), where e = o(b -, f) 
(i.e., c is either 1 or - 1, depending on whetherfis increasing or decreasing 
on its last lap). 
It is easily checked that the elements K,(f; t) of the kneading matrix 
have the form E, + t .  Lti(f; t), where E = (E,), G i, jG m is the identity matrix 
in M(m x m, Z[ [t]]). Hence the constant term in d(f; t) is equal to 1, and 
so d(f; t) is a unit of the ring Z[[t]]. This implies that the kneading 
matrix K(f; t) is invertible, and we denote the inverse of K(f; t) by 
wf; t) = (M,(f; t))* <i,jCrn’ By elementary linear algebra it then follows 
that 
M,(f;t)=(-l)‘+‘d(~~)-‘.d,(f;t), (1.11) 
where A --(f t) = det(K(f t)(Li)) f or 1 6 i, j < m, and where K(f; t)(Li) E 
M((m- i) x’(m- l), Z[[i]]) is obtained by deleting thejth row and the 
ith column from K(S; t). Now if JE J then by (1.10) 
y(q, J, f; f) = f B(ci, J, h f) M,(f; t) (1.12) 
i=l 
for each j= 1, . . . . m. Thus if we know the kneading matrix (and its inverse) 
then the vectors (b(c,, J, f; t), . . . . B(c,, J, f; t)) and (y(c,, J, x t), . . . . 
y(c,, J, f; t)) both contain the same information. 
Note that if JE J then by (1.5) and (1.12) 
l(fIJ;t)=(l-t)-’ l+t f f jIl(ci,J,f;t)Mij(f;t) . 
( > 
(1.13) 
i=l j=* 
Moreover, if x E (a, b) - T(f) then by (1.9) and (1.12) 
14x3 J, f; 2) = Pk J, f; t) 
+ c c B(cj, J, A t) M,(f; t) v(cj, (a, x),f; t). (1.14) 
i=l j=l 
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In section 4 another important identity is established, this time for the 
kneading determinant. Let N: M(Z) -+ Z be given by 
N(f)= c V(G (GC),f)--a(b-9.0 (1.15) 
c t T(l) 
Theorem 4.1 says that iffE M(Z) with ) T(f)1 > 0 then the inverse of Milnor 
and Thurston’s kneading determinant D(f; t) is just the zeta function given 
by the sequence (N(f”)},,.,. By this is meant the following: Consider an 
element LX(~) = C, a 0 c(, t” E Z[ [ t]] with or,, = 0; then the coefficient of tk in 
(c(( t))” is 0 for all 0 < k <n, and therefore it makes sense to define an ele- 
ment exp(u(t)) of Q[[t]] by exp(a(t)) =CnpO (l/n!)(cr(t))“. In particular, 
for eachfEM(Z) we can define {,,,(A t) by 
iNMt)=exp C i.Mf”)t” , ( n>l 1 
and [,(f; t) is called the zeta function corresponding to the sequence 
{N(f”)},,.,. Now let REM with IT(f)1 >O, and note that D(f; t) is a 
unit of Z[ [t]] (since d(f; t) is). Then Theorem 4.1 states that 
i,(f; t) = W./-i t)r ‘. (1.16) 
It will be seen later that N(f) is more-or-less equal to the number of fixed 
points off (or, more precisely, to the number of equivalence classes of fixed 
points with respect to a natural equivalence relation). This means that 
iN(f; t) is essentially the zeta function of f as defined by Artin and 
Mazur [ 11. 
Equation (1.16) will be established via another identity, which is in fact 
equivalent to it. This equivalent identity is 
c N(f”) t”-‘= -D(fi t)-’ .D’(f; t), (1.17) 
?I>1 
where D’(f; t) denotes the derivative of D(f; t). (If cl(t) = CnaO ~1, t” is an 
element of Z[ [t]] then B’(t), the derivative of c(( t), is defined by d(t) = 
c n2 1 %t”-‘.) 
Let ~E:M(Z) with IT(f)1 >O, let pb 1 and for OQ k < p put wk= 
exp(2rcik/p) (so wO, . . . . wPP 1 are the pth roots of unity). Then it follows 
from (1.16) that the identity 
D(f”; P) = D(f; w,t) D(s; WI t) .‘. D(f; wpp 1 t) 
holds in the ring @[[t]]. (This is proved in Proposition 4.2.) 
(1.18) 
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Part 2. Meromorphic Functions in the Unit Disk 
The elements of H[ [ t] ] introduced in Part 1 can also be regarded as 
“ordinary” complex power series. Let a(t) = CnaO cI, t” E Z[ [t]], and let r 
be the radius of convergence of a(t), considered as a complex power series, 
i.e., considered as a power series in the complex variable t; if r > 0 then the 
convergent series a(t) defines an analytic function in the disk 
{zEC: IzI <r>. We denote this function by a, and if te (zE@: IzI <r> then 
we let a(t) denote the value of a at the point t. (These two different usages 
of a(t) should cause no confusion; it will be clear from the context which 
is meant.) 
Let SE M(Z) and JE J; then the radii of convergence of 0(x+, J, f; t) and 
0(x-, J, f; t), considered as complex power series, are at least 1, and hence 
we have analytic functions 0(x + , J, f; . ) and 0(x - , J, f; .) defined in the 
unit disk. Therefore the same holds true for v(x, .Z, f; .) and a(x, J,f; .), 
as well as for the elements K,(f; .) of the kneading matrix off, for the 
kneading determinant d(f; .), and also for the A,(f; .). 
For f~ M(Z) put s(S) = inf,. , Z(f”)‘/“, so 1 <s(f) 6 Z(f). In fact 
s(f) = lb + ocI Z(f”)“” (this is Lemma 6.1), and s(f) is called the growth 
number of f: Also put r(f) = l/s(f); then l/Z(f) < r(f) d 1 and r(f) = 
lim, _ o. Z(f”) - ‘In is the radius of convergence of the power series Z(f; t). 
Let JE J and x E (a, b); then 0 d y(x, J, s”) < f(f” I J) d l(f”) for each n 2 0, 
and therefore the radii of convergence of y(x, J, f; t) and Z(f (J; t) are 
both at least r(f). This gives us analytic functions f(f; .), Z(f I J; .), and 
y(x, J, f; .) defined in (ZE @: (zJ <r(f)}. Suppose now that r(f) < 1 (and 
so in particular T(f) # 0). Then, using the identities (1.1 l), (1.12), (1.13), 
and (1.14), it follows that these analytic functions extend to meromorphic 
functions in the whole unit disk. Moreover, these meromorphic functions 
can only have poles at the zeros of the analytic function A(f; .). These facts 
will be proved in detail in Section 6. It will also be seen there that r(f) is 
a zero of A(f; .), but that A(S; -) has no zeros in {z E C: IzI < r(f)]. 
Part 3. Applications of Kneading Theory 
Piecewise linear models. Fix f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; for each JE J let 
/(f ( J; .) also denote the meromorphic function in the unit disk which 
extends the analytic function defined by the convergent power series 
l(f 1 J; t) in {z E @: Iz( < r(f)}. Now define another meromorphic function 
A(J, .) in the unit disk by 
NJ, -)=4f I J; .)Nf Ita, b); .I. (1.19) 
Then, since O<A(J, t)< 1 for each rE (0, r(f)), it follows that A(J, .) has 
no pole at the point r(f ), and in fact 0 < /1( J, r( f )) < 1. Define a mapping 
K: I+ [0, 11 by letting X(X)= A((a, x), r(f)) for XE (a, b] and n(a)=O. It 
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is shown in Section 7 that n is continuous, increasing and onto (where by 
increasing we only mean that n(x) 3 n(y) whenever x b y), that there exists 
a unique mapping g E M( [0, 1 ] ) such that 7t of = g 0 rr, and that g is 
uniformly piecewise linear with slope s(f) = l/Q) (i.e., on each of its laps 
g is linear with slope s(f) or -s(f)). Moreover, if f is topologically 
transitive then 7c is automatically strictly increasing, and thus a 
homeomorphism. This gives a new proof of a result by Parry [21], which 
says that each topologically transitive element of M(Z) is conjugate to a 
uniformly piecewise linear mapping. 
Counting fixed points. For f E M(Z) let Fix(f) denote the set of fixed 
points of h i.e., Fix(f) = {X E I: f(x) =x}. If x, y E Fix(f) then x and y are 
said to be monotonically equivalent if no turning point of f lies strictly 
between them (i.e., if x, y E 1 for some lap J off ). It is easy to see that this 
defines an equivalence relation on the set Fix(f), and we denote the 
number of equivalence classes by q(f); hence 1 < cp(f) < Z(f). Forfe M(Z) 
let cp(f; t) E Z[ [r]] be defined by 
CPM t)= c df”) f-l, n2I 
and for p>l let o,,(t)=p.tP~‘(l-tp)-’ (=pxnal tP”-I). The 
result in Section 8 states that if f E M(Z) with 1 T(f )I = m > 0 then 
exists Ods<m+2 and pi> 1, i= 1, . . ..s. such that 
main 
there 
cp(f; t)= -D(f; t)-1 .D'(f; t)+ i: u,,(t) 
i= I 
(1.20) 
(where again D(f; t) is Milnor and Thurston’s kneading determinant and 
D’(f; t) is the derivative of D(f; t)). 
Let f E M(Z) with I T(f)1 >O, and let f(f; t) denote the zeta function 
corresponding to the sequence (cp(f”)),, 1r i.e., the element of O[ [t]] 
defined by 
Then, as with the equivalence of (1.16) and (1.17), it follows that (1.20) is 
equivalent to 
where u,(l) = (1 - t”)-’ for each p 2 1. 
The identity (1.20) will be obtained as a corollary of (1.17). Iden- 
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tity (1.20) can be used to show that the radius of convergence of cp(f; t), 
considered as a power series in the complex t, is equal to r(f); therefore 
lim sup, _ m cpu-7 l’* = s(f). 
Total variation. If g: Z-P R then Var(g), the total variation of g, is 
defined by 
1 
n-1 
Vark)=sup C Idxk+l)-&k)l:n~l 
k=O 
anda=x,<x,< ...x,.-l<x,=b ; 
thus Var(g) E [O, co]. In particular, Var(f) < cc for each f~ M(Z), and 
if T(f) = {ci, ,.., cm}, where a = co < c, < . . . < c, < c, + I = b, then in 
fact Var(f) = c?= o Iftck + 1 )-f(ck)l. For REM define an element 
Var(L t)E RCCtll by 
Var(f; t) = C Var(f”)t”. 
?I>0 
In Section 9 it is shown that Var(f; .), which is defined as a convergent 
power series in {z E C: IzI < r(f)}, extends to a meromorphic function, also 
denoted by Var(f; .), in the unit disk. As in the other cases, the poles of 
Var(f; .) can only occur at the zeros of the kneading determinant. 
The analysis of Var(f; t) is based on the elementary fact that Var(g) = 
SY(X. (a, b), g) d x f or each gEM(Z). This allows us to “integrate” the main 
kneading identity and obtain a corresponding identity for Var(f; t). 
It is also shown in Section 9 that if REM with r(f) < 1 then the 
meromorphic functions Z(f, .) and Var(S; .) have poles of the same order at 
the point r(f). This implies, in particular, that r(f) is a pole of Var(f; .) 
(and so lim sup, _ o. Var(f”)“” = s(f)). M oreover, together with the results 
of Section 7, it implies that if fE M(Z) is topologically transitive then r(f) 
is a simple pole of the meromorphic function Z(f; .). 
An invariant measure with maximal entropy. Let f E M(Z); a Bore1 prob- 
ability measure o on Z (i.e., o is a probability measure defined on the Bore1 
subsets of I) is said to be f-invariant if o(B) = w(f-‘(II)) for each Bore1 
subset B of Z. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1. In Section 10 the results of Sec- 
tion 8 will be applied to construct an f-invariant Bore1 probability measure 
p on Z with the following property: There exists C > 0 and q > 0 such that 
if JE J is contained in a lap off” for some n > 1 then p(J) < C .rz4. r(f)“. 
From this property it will easily follow that h,(f) = log s(f), where h,(f) 
denotes the (measure-theoretical) entropy off with respect to p. (For the 
definition of this quantity we refer the reader to Walters [24]). 
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Put h(j) = log s(f); then by Lemma 6.1 h(f) = lim,, ~ (l/n) log Qf”), 
and thus Theorem 1 in Misiurewicz and Szlenk [19] tells us that h(f) is 
the topological entropy off: Hence by the variational principle for the 
entropy (see, for example, Walters [24, p. 187)) h(f) = supw h,(f), where 
the supremum is taken over all&invariant Bore1 probability measures o on 
I. Therefore h,(f) = sup, h,(f), i.e., the measure p which will be con- 
structed is anf-invariant measure with maximal entropy. The existence of 
such measures has been established by Hofbauer [6, 73. He has also shown 
that there are only finitely many ergodic measures with maximal entropy 
and that there is exactly one measure with maximal entropy when the 
mapping f is topologically transitive. 
The construction is similar to that in Section 7. For gym, 
J= (u, u) E J let cp(J, g) denote the number of equivalence classes in Fix(g) 
(with respect to monotone equivalence) which intersect the interval [.I, g], 
where 
c-c sl= Lu, u) I 
CM, VI if a(u+, g) = D(u---, g) = 1, 
(K 0) if cr(uS, g)=o(u-, g)= -1, 
if cr(u+, g)= 1 andO(t g)= -1, 
(w 01 if o(u+,g)=-lando(u-,g)=l 
(~0 cpk) = cp((a, b), g)), and define CPM f; t) E z[[tll by 
Then the radius of convergence of the complex power series cp(J, f; t) is at 
least r(f), and the results in Section 8 imply that the analytic function 
cp(J, S; .) defined in the disk {Z E @: Jz( < r(f)} extends to a meromorphic 
function, which we also denote by ~(5, f; .), in the whole unit disk. Now 
define another meromorphic function @(.I, .) in the unit disk by 
@(J, . ) = cp(J> f; . M (a, b)> f; .I. (1.22) 
Then 06 @(J, t) d 1 for each r E (0, r(f)); this shows that @(J, .) has no 
pole at the point r(f), and in fact 0 < @(.I, r(f)) < 1. Define a mapping 
p: Z-t [0, l] by letting p(x) = @(( a, x), r(f)) for XE (a, b] and p(a) =O. 
Theorem 10.1 shows that the mapping p is continuous, increasing and 
onto. There thus exists a unique Bore1 probability measure p on I such that 
P( C4 xl) = P(X) f or all x E I, and this measure p will be seen to have the 
required properties. 
The kneading theory presented in Sections 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of 
these notes covers most of the material to be found in Milnor and 
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Thurston [17]. However, in comparison with the original our treatment 
has a strong combinatorial bias. This is particularly so with the proof of 
(1.21). Milnor and Thurston also derive (1.21) from (1.16), but they give 
a geometric proof of (1.16): The function N: M(1) --f Z defined by (1.15) 
can also be expressed in terms of the number of fixed points of “negative 
type” (i.e., the fixed points occurring on laps where the mapping is decreas- 
ing). Using this fact they show that for a suitable subspace W of M(Z) the 
mapping w: W-t iZ[ [t]] given by w(S) = cN(f; t) D(f; t) is continuous. 
(Here Z[ [t]] is considered as a topological space with the usual power 
series topology.) They next show that the space W is pathwise connected, 
and this implies that w  is constant on W, since the topological space 
Z[[t]] is totally disconnected. Then by checking the value of w(f) for a 
single mapping f in W it follows that [,(f; t) D( f; t) = 1 for all f~ W. 
Finally, they obtain (1.16) for a general mapping f E M(I) by approximat- 
ing f with mappings from W. Our proof of (1.16) is much more mundane 
and is essentially just a direct calculation. On the other hand, it has the 
advantage of being easily adapted to given an identity for cp(J, f; t) for any 
JE J. It is this identity which is needed in Section 10 to construct the 
measure p. 
There is an important topic in kneading theory which is not treated in 
these notes, and which is particularly effective in the analysis of mappings 
in M(Z) with a single turning point. This topic deals with the relationship 
between what Milnor and Thurston call the invariant coordinates of the 
points in I (see Section 3) and the usual order structure on the interval. 
However, an excellent account of this part of kneading theory can be found 
in Collet and Eckmann [2]; see also Jonker [ 1 l] and Jonker and 
Rand [12,13]. 
I would like to thank Richard Hohmann-Damaschke and Jiirgen Willms 
for their suggestions and comments during the writing of these notes. My 
thanks go also to the staff of the FSP Mathematisierung at the University 
of Bielefeld for technical assistance in the preparation of the text. 
2. THE MAIN KNEADING IDENTITY 
This section contains the proof of the main kneading identity (which 
appeared in the introduction as Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9)). First, however, we 
consider the identity for the elements I(f (J; t) (which also appeared in 
Section 1 as Eq. (1.5)). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let fe M(Z) and JE J; then 
4fIJ;t)=(l-t)-’ 
( 
l+t 1 y(c,J,fi;) . 
> 
(2.1) 
CE T(f) 
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Proof We need the following simple fact: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let feM(Z), n> 1; then T(f”) is the disjoint union of rhe 
sets T(c, fk), 0 <k <n, c E T(f). 
Proof. It is easily checked that for each m > 1 
T(f”)={x~(a,b):f~(x)~T(f)forsomeOdk<m} (2.2) 
(Let x E (a, h); then x 4 r(f”) if and only iff” is strictly monotone in some 
neighbourhood of x, and this occurs if and only if for each k = O,-..., m - 1 
we have fk(x) E (a, 6) and f is strictly monotone in some neighbourhood 
of fk(x).) Thus if k 3 0 then T(fk) c T(fk+‘) and T(fkf’) - 
T(fk)=utT(f) Z(c, fk), which immediately implies the result. 1 
Now let JE J and n > 1; by Lemma 2.2 
4f”IJ)= 1 + IT(f”)nJI = 1 + 1 C y(c,J,f”), 
<ET(/) k=O 
and from this it follows that 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(‘t 7-(f) Lao I230 
=(1-t))’ l+t 1 1 y(c,.Z,f”)t” 1 
(.ET(f) n>O ) 
We now come to the main kneading identity. 
THEOREM 2.3. LetfE M(Z) and JE J; ifd~ T(f) then 
B(d, J, f; t) = - c y(c, J, .fi t) v(c, (a, d), L [I. 
(‘ET(f) 
On the other hand, if x E (a, b) - T(f) then 
B(x, J,f; t)=yb, J,f; t)-- c Y(C, J,f; t)v(c, (a, -uhf; t). 
(‘ET(I) 
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Proof Note that (2.3) and (2.4) can be combined into a single identity, 
namely, that for each JE J and all XE (a, 6) 
P(x, J, f; t) = 7(x, J, .h t) 
- ce;,,, Y(G J, f; t)(&c, x) + v(c, (a, x), A I)), (2.5) 
where 
if x= c, 
otherwise. 
Note also that -6(c, x) is just the constant term in v(c, (a, x), f; t). Identity 
(2.5) will be established via a number of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let f E M(Z), XE (a, b), and K= (c, d) E J; if K is contained 
in a lap off then y(x, K, f) = B(x, K, f ), i.e., 
y(x,Kf)=@c+, (a,x),f)--(d-, (a,x),f). 
Proof: Clearly a(~+, f)=o(d-,f), and hence 
e(c+,(a,x),f)--(d-,(a,x),f) 
=a(~+, f)X(c+, (a,x),f)--(T(d-,f)X(d-, (a,x),f) 
=o(c+, f)(X(c+, (a,x),f)-~(d-, (a,x),f)) 
i 
1 if f(c)<x<f(d)orf(d)<x<f(c), 
= 
0 otherwise, 
=Y(x, Kf). I 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f E M(Z), x E (a, b), and JE J; then 
Y(X, J, f) = B(x, J, f) + c v(c, (a> x), f ). 
L’E Jn T(f) 
Proof Let J=(u,v) and JnT(f)= {c,,...,c~}, with u=c,< 
cl< -.. <cm+1 = II. Then y(x, J, f) = CF=,, y(x, (ck, ck + ,),,f ), and thus by 
Lemma 2.4 
Y(x, J,f)= f (e(ck+, (u,X),f)-d(ck+,-2 hx),f)) 
k=O 
= t 6(ck+, (u,x),f)-~~:e(ck-,(a,x),f) 
k=O 
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=B(u+, (a, x),f)-otu-5 (4 -x),f, 
+ c (B(c+, (a,x),f)-ec-, (4Xhf)) 
c~JnT(f‘) 
=B(x,J,f)+ 1 v(c, (Q,X)?f). I 
<tJnT(f) 
Let j’~: M(I), x E (a, h), and JE J. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that for 
each n> 1 
y(x,J,f”)=B(x,J,S”)+ 1 44 (a, xl, f”)- (2.4) 
d~JnT(f”) 
The next lemma gives a simple, but crucial, property of the coefficients 
of the power series 6(x+, J,S; t) and (3(x-, J,f; I). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let f E M(I), JE J, and 0 d k B n. Then: 
(I) For each x~[u,b) we have fk(x)@,b) if cr(x+,,fk)=l, 
fk(x)e(a,6] if(~(x+,f~)= -1, and 
8(x+, J, f”, = 
Q(fk(x)+, J, f"-", if (T(x+,fk)=l, 
-O(f"(x)-, J,f"-") if a(x+,fk)= -1. 
(2) For each x~(u,b] we huoe f"(x)E(u,b] if o(x--,fk)=l, 
f"(x)E[a,b) y~(x-,fk)= -1, and 
0(x-, J,f”)= 
e(fk(.+, J,f”-k) if 0(x-, f”) = 1, 
-Otfk(x)+, J,f’-“) if a(x-,f”)= -1. 
(3) Zfx~(u,b)-T(fk) then v(x, J,f”)=v(fk(x), J,f”-“). 
(4) Zfc~ T(f) and dEf(c,fk) then v(d, J,f”)=v(c, J, fnpk). 
Proof: (1) If a(~+, fk)= 1 then clearly fk(x)c [a, 6), and we have 
a(x+,f")=o(fk(x)+,f"-k) and x(x+,J, f")=X(fk(x)+, J, f"-k) On 
the other hand, if o(x+,fk)= -1 then fk(x)f(a, 61, and here 
0(x+, f”)= -a(fk(x)-,fnpk) and x(x+, J, f”)=X(fk(x)-, J, f"-"). 
Hence the result follows. 
(2) This is the same as (1). 
(3) This follows from (1) and (2), since ~(x+,S~)=(~(x--,f~). 
(4) This follows from (3), because d$ T(f”). 1 
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LEMMA 2.7. Let fc M(Z), x E (a, b), and JE J. Then for each n 2 1 
c 44 (a, x)9 f”) 
ds J n i-f/“) 
II-1 
= c 1 Y(G J,f”) vlc, (4 x),f”-9. CE T(/) k=O 
Proof: By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.6 (4) 
deJc,,, 44 (a, xh f”) n 
n-1 
= C c c v(d (a, x),f”) 
CE qf) k=o dsJni-(c,f”) 
n-l 
= c 1 c v(c, ~GX),f”-k) 
L E 7-(f) k = 0 ds Jn I-cc,/*) 
Recall that -S(c, x) is the constant term in v(c, (a, x),f; t); thus by 
Lemma 2.7 and (2.6) 
- c y(c, J,f; t)!@c, xl + v(c, (4 x), f; 1)) (‘6 U/) 
=-x( c v(4 (a, xh f”) f” 
~131 dcJnT(f”) 
= B(x, 4 f; 1) -24-T J, f; t), 
since by Lemma 2.4, /I(x, .I, f”) = y(x, J, f’). This gives us (2.5), and hence 
the proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete. 1 
Remark. The essential ingredients for the proof of Theorem 2.3 are 
really Lemmas 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 (4). 
3. MILNOR AND THURSTON'S DEFINITIONS 
Milnor and Thurston’s definitions of the kneading matrix and the knead- 
ing determinant are not quite the same as ours. We now give theirs and 
show the connection with what we have used. 
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Let f~ M(I) with ) Z(f)\ = m > 0; consider f to be fixed throughout this 
section. Let c,, . . . . c, be the turning points of J with a = co < c1 < . . . < 
C m+,=b, and let Zk=(ck-L,ck),l~k6m+1, be the laps off: Then for 
x E (a, b) the vector 
where (3(x, J, f; t) = i (0(x+, .I, f; t) + 0(x-, J, f; I)), corresponds to what 
Milnor and Thurston call the invariant coordinate of X. They also consider 
the vectors 8(x+, f; t) and 19(x-,f; t) obtained when x is replaced by x+ 
and .x -. Now let 1 d i d m; the vector 
v;(f; t) = (v(c,, I,, f; t), v(c;, 12, f; t), ...1 v(c,, 1, + 1, f; t)) 
is what Milnor and Thurston call the ith kneading invariant off: 
It is only really necessary to know m of the m + 1 components of 
0(x, f; t) or of v;(f; t); this is because the following relationships hold: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For each x E [a, b) 
m+l 
c (1 -&(zk)t) @s+, z,,s; t)= 1, 
k=l 
where E(Z~) = a(~,-, f) (i.e., E(Z~) = 1 iff IS mcreusing on Z, and &(Zk) = - 1 
if f  is decreasing on Zk). Zf x E (a, b] (resp. x E (a, b)) then this is also true 
when x + is replaced by x - (resp. by x). Moreover, if 1 < i < m then 
,c, (1 - &(zk)f) $ci, Ik, f; t, = O. 
Proof Let x E [a, 6) and n > 0; there exist 1 d i, j 6 m + 1 so that 
if k = i, 
otherwise, 
and 
x(.x+, zk,fn+‘)= :, 
if k=j, 
otherwise; 
and then a(x+,f”+‘)=a(x+,f”)a(c,-,f). Thus 
m+l 
k;, ++,f”+l)X(X+, zk,fn+‘) 
m+l 
=,c, a(ck-, f)~(x+,fn)X(X+,zk,fn), 
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i.e., c,“=‘,’ (6(x+, zk,fn+‘)-~(Zk) Qx+, Zk,fn)) =O. Therefore 
m+l m+l 
1 e(x+,zk,s; t)= l+ 1 1 e(x+,zk,f”)t” 
k=l k=l n>l 
m+l 
=l+t 1 c tqx+,z,,f”+‘)r” 
k=l n>O 
m+l 
=l+t 1 c E(zk)e(X+,zk,fn)fn; 
k=l n,O 
i.e., cr:,’ (1 -&(Zk)f) 0(x+, Zk, f; t)= 1. The proof when x+ is replaced 
by x- is the same, and the rest then follows immediately. 1 
Now for 1 < i < m, 1 < j Q m + 1 put N,(f; t) = v(ci, Zj, f; t); this defines 
a matrix N(S; t) = (N,(f; t)) E M(m x (m + l), i?[[t]]) such that the ith 
row of ZV(f; t) is the ith kneading invariant off: The matrix N(f; t) is 
what Milnor and Thurston call the kneading matrix off: Note that by 
Proposition 3.1 
m+l 
1 (l-~(l,)t)N~(f;t)=O for i=l,...,m. 
j=l 
(3.1) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For each 1 < i ,< m, 1 < j d m + 1 
wj(A 1) =Kq- I)(f; t) - &(A 11, 
where Kio(f; t) = 0 and Ki(m + 1 ,(f; t) = V(ciy (a, b), fi 1). 
ProoJ: Let a<u<u<w<b and x~(a,b); then 
v(x, (4 WI, A t) = 44 (4 u), f; t) + v(x, (4 w), s; t), 
(since the corresponding expressions hold for 0(x+, (u, w), f; t) and 
e(x-, (u, w), S; 1)). It follows in particular for each 1 d id m, 1 <j ,< m + 1 
that 
= -v(ci, (a, cj- I), f; z, + v(ci, (aY cj), f; r, 
=Ki(j-l)(A t)-Kij(f; t ,  
(where v(c, 0, f; t) = 0). a 
For l<j<m+l let N(j’(Jt) be the element of M(mxm,Z[[t]]) 
obtained by deleting the jth column of N(f; t). 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let 1 <i<j<m+l; then 
(1 - s(Zj) t) det(W’(f; t)) = ( - l)j- ‘( 1 - E(Zi)t) det(W(f; t)). 
Proof. Let N,(f; t) be the element of M(m x m, z[[t]]) obtained by 
replacing the ith column of N(f; t) with 0 and then deleting the jth column 
of this matrix; hence det(l\r,(f; t)) =O. But N,(f; t) is not changed if we 
replace its ith column (which is 0) with the vector defined by the left-hand 
side of (3.1). Thus, using the linearity of the determinant in the ith column, 
it follows that 
0 = det(N,(f; t)) = (1 - .s(Zi)t) det(W(f; t)) 
+ (1 -E(Zj)t)det(N~(f; t)), 
where N,(f; t) is obtained from N,(f; t) by replacing its ith column with 
the jth column of N(f t). Now N’ (f t) can be obtained from N,(f t) by 
j-i-l column transpositionsl’) and so det(l\rz(f; tj) = (- 1 ii-j- r 
det(l\r”‘(f; t)). Therefore 
(1 - &(I,) t) det(lv”‘(f; t)) = ( - 1 )j- i( 1 - s(Zi) t) det(W(f; t)). 1 
By Lemma 3.3 it follows that (- 1 )i”( 1 - .s(Zi)t) det(N”‘(f; t)) is inde- 
pendent of i; denote this element of .Z[[t]] by D(f; t). ZI(f; t) is what 
Milnor and Thurston call the kneading determinant off. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. D(f;t)=(l-~(Z,+~)t)~‘.A(fit). 
Proof Let rcr, . . . . K, denote the columns of K(f; t) and K;, . . . . I&, the 
columns of --A@+ r)(f; t); then by Proposition 3.2, rc; = tir and K;= 
xi - ‘cjp, for 2 <j < m. Thus det( - Ntm+ “(A t)) = det(K(f; t)), and hence 
D(f;t)=(-l)m(l-E(Z,,,+,)t)-l~det(iV’”+’~(f;t)) 
=(l-s(Z,+,)t))‘.det(--N’“+“(f;t)) 
=(l -4Z,+l)t).WK(f; t)) 
=(1-&(zm+l)t)-‘~/4(f;t). 1 
Proposition 3.1 is now applied to obtain a relationship between 
v(c,, (a, b),f; t) and the elements of the kneading matrix K(f, t). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For each XE [a, b) 
(1 -E(Z,+, )t) R-x+, (a, 61, f; t) 
=l+t f (E(zk)-&(zk+,))~(X+,(a,c,),f;t). 
k=l 
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If x E (a, b] then this is also true when x+ is replaced by x-. Moreover, if 
xE (a, b) then 
(1 -4Zm+l)t) v(x, (a, b),f; t) 
= t kg, (4Zk) - Wk + 1 1) v(x, (4 ck), S; t). 
Prooj Let xE[a,b); ifa<u<v<w<b then 
and thus CT:,’ 0(x+, Z,, f; t) = 0(x+, (a, 61, f; t). Moreover, letting 
0(x + , 0, f; t) = 0, we also have 
m+l 
= ,;, E(zk)(e(X+, ( a, ck), f; t) - 0(x + , (a, ck ~ 11, f; t)) 
=E(z,+,) 0(x+, (a, b),A 0 
+ i (&(zk)-E(zk+l))e(X+,(a.ck),f;t). 
k=l 
Hence by Proposition 3.1, 
e(X+,(a,b),f;t)-l=t 1 E(&)8(x+,zkrf;t) 
k=l 
= t(E(z,,,+,) W+, (a, WJ t) 
and therefore 
=l+t f (E(zk)-E(zk+I))e(X+,(a,ck),f;t). 
k=l 
The proof when x+ is replaced by x- is the same, and the last part then 
follows immediately. 1 
(l-E(Zm+l)t)V(c,jt (a~b)~.L t, 
zz -t f (&Cl/c) -E(Z~ + 1 )I Kjk(f; t). 
k=l 
From this we also have that for ldi<m 
(1-4~m+,)t) f V(q~w),“m~,,w) 
j= I 
= -t.(&(Z,)-&(Zi+,)). (3.2) 
Finally, (3.2) can be used to obtain an identity which will be needed in 
Section 4. 
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Let 1 < j < m; then by Proposition 3.5 
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LEMMA 3.6. We have 
: f v(c,, Ca2 b)3 f; t, e(b-, Ca, c,), f; t, Mij(f; t, 
j=* [=I 
=(l -a(h-,f)t)-‘-8(6-, (a,b),f; t). 
Proof. By (3.2) and Proposition 3.5 
(I-E(Z,+l)t) f 5 V(C,, (a~h),f; t)e(b-, (a*CiLf; t)“ij(f;t) 
,=l i=l 
= -t f (E(zj)-&(zt+ 1)) e(b-, la, ci), f; t, 
i= I 
= 1 -(l -&(I,+1 )t) 8(b-, (4 bl9.L t), 
and hence the result follows, since E(Z,+,)=O(~--,~). 1 
4. AN IDENTITY FOR THE KNEADING DETERMINANT 
Let N: M(Z) + Z be given by 
w-J= c v(c, (4c),f)--a(b-,f), 
(‘E Tlf, 
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and for ~-EM(Z) let cN(f; t) be the zeta function corresponding to the 
sequence {WY))..,, i.e., [,,,(S; t) E Q[ [t]] is defined by 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f~ M(Z) with 1 T(f)1 > 0; then 
idf; t) = D(f; t)-‘3 (4.1) 
where D(f; t) again denotes Milnor and Thurston’s kneading determinant. 
Proof: This will follow from Theorem 4.3. 1 
Remark. Equation (4.1) implies that in fact cN(S; t)EZ[[t]]. 
The next result is a simple corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f~ M(Z) with 1 T(f)1 > 0, let p 3 1 and for 
k = 0, . . . . p - 1 put wk = exp(2niklp) (so wO, . . . . wp-, are the pth roots of 
unity). Then the identity 
D(f”; t”) = D(f; wc, t) D(f; w1 t) . . . D(f; wp - , t) 
holds in the ring C[[t]]. 
Proof: Since exp(a,(t) + a,(t)) = exp(clr(t)) .exp(a,(t)), it follows from 
Theorem 4.1 that 
D(f; w,,t)D(f: w,t)...D(f; w,-,t)=exp(Wf; t)), 
where W(f; t) = - Cnr, (Cp:i wj!)( l/n) . N(f”) t”. But Ckp:A w;: = 0, 
unless n is a multiple of p, in with case it is equal to p. Therefore 
Wf;t)= -IL>, (l/n)~NfP”)tP”, and hence, again using Theorem 4.1, 
we have exp( W(fi t)) = D(fp; tp). l 
We now start on the analysis which will lead to the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. For JE J let Q(J, .): M(Z) + Z be given by 
Q(J, 8) = c v(c, (a, c), g), 
ceJn T(f) 
and note that N(g)= Q((a, b), g)--a(&-, g). For ~-EM(Z) define an 
element Q(J,f; t) of z[[t]] by 
Q(J,A t)= 2 Q(J,P,tn-‘. 
n>l 
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We first obtain an identity for Q(J, f; t); the special case with J= (a, b) 
will then give us Theorem 4.1. In order to state this identity we need to 
introduce some new elements of Z[[t]]. If CX: M(Z) --+ Z then define 
cr”:M(Z)-+Z[[t]] by c~‘(f)=C,,~r cr(f”)t”-‘; in particular, we then 
have Q(J,f; t)= Q(.I, .)O(f). Let fgM(Z) and JE J; for XE [a, h) 
put e’(?c+,J,f;t)=e(x+,J,.)‘(f) (= C,I.,8(x+,J,f”)t”P1) and for 
x E (a, 61 let O’(.Y-, .I, f; t) = 0(x-, J, .)“(f). Moreover, if .K E (a, h) then 
let 
vO(x, J, .f; t) = BO(x+, J, f; t) - @O(x-, J, .f; t), 
thus v’(x, J, f; t) = v(x, J, .)“(f). Now let J, KE J and XE (u, b), and define 
vJk K3.f; t)~zC[Ifll by 
vJ(x, K f; I) = c 
rr2 I 
[( i x(-x+> J,jk)) 0(x+, KY’) 
k=l 
-(,$, x(-x-, J,fk)) Ku-, Kt”)] t”-‘. 
Consider for a moment the important special case when J= (a, b); here 
we have I;=, x(x+, J,fk)=C;Fl X(.X-, J,fk)=n, and therefore 
vJ(x, K, f; t) = v/(x, K, f; t), where v’(x, K, f; t) denotes the derivative of 
4-x, K L 1). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f~ M(1) with 1 T(f)1 = m > 0 and let cl, . . . . c, be the 
turning points of & us usual with c, < c2 -C . . . < cm; let J= (u, v) E J. Then 
Q(J,.r;t,= f f A,,(J,f;t)M,,(f;t), (4.2) 
.j=l i=l 
where 
n,(J,f; O=vJ(c,* (4 C,)>f; l) 
+vO(c,, (4 u),f; f)qu+, (4 c,),f; t) 
-vO(c,, (a, L)),f; t) @(u-, (a c;,,f; 2) 
(and where v’(c,, (a, u), f; t) = 0 when u = a). 
Proof. This is given later. 1 
Before proving Theorem 4.3 we show how it implies Theorem 4.1. If 
J= (a, b) then the expression occuring in Theorem 4.3 can be simplified, 
and the following is obtained: 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let f E M(I) with 1 T( f )I = m > 0; then 
Q((a, b),f; t)= -4f; t)-’ .A’(f; t) 
g, (a(b-,f)“-a(b-,f”))t”-‘, 
where A’(f; t) is the derivative of A($ t). 
Proof. Let T(~)={c~,...,c,} with c,<c,< ... CC,, and put 
J= (a, 6). Then, as already noted, v’(x, K, f; t) = v’(x, K,S; t) for each 
XE (a, b) and KE J, and thus 
A,((& b), f; t) = V’(Cj, (%C;), A f) 
- v"(cj, (G b), f; ?) e(b-, (4 ci), f; f). 
LEMMA 4.5. We have 
f 2 v’(cj, (a, c,), f; t) M,(f; t) = -AM W’ . A’(f; t). 
j=l i=l 
Proof. Note that v’(c,, (a, ci),f; t)= -Kji(f; t) (where Kii(f; t) is the 
derivative of K,(f; t)), and by (1.11) 
j-1 i=l 
m m 
= A(f; t)-’ c 1 (- l)i+jK;i(f; t) A& t), 
j=* i=l 
But CT=, (- l)‘+j Kji(f; t) A,(f; t) = det(K(f; t);), where K(f; t): is 
obtained by replacing the ith column of K(f; t) with its derivative. (Recall 
that d,(f; t) is the determinant of the matrix obtained by deleting the jth 
row and the ith column from K(f, t).) Therefore 
f f, v'(cj3 (G ci), f; t, Mij(S; l) 
j-1 i=l 
m m 
= - 2 2 K,r;(f; t) M,(f; t) 
= - A(f; t)-’ f det(K(f; t);)= -A(f; t)-’ .A’(f; t). 1 
i= 1 
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Now by Lemma 3.6 
c,,?, (a(b-,f)“-o(b-,f”))t”-’ 
=(l-o(h-,f)t)-‘-8(b-,(a,h),f;t) 
= f f V(Cj, (a, b),f; f) Qb-, (4 c;),f; t) wju-i t), 
/=l i=l 
and hence 
J, (a(h-,f)"-a(b-,f"))t"-' 
= 5 i v"(cjf Ca, b), f ;  l) e(h-, ci)? f ;  f ,  Mij(f; ?). 
j=l r=l 
This, together with Lemma 4.5, implies that 
= -d(f; t)-’ .d’(f; t)- c (a(b-,f)“-a(b-,f”))t”-1, 
n2l 
and thus the result follows from Theorem 4.3. m 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Proposition 3.4 
o’(f;t)=(l-rr(b-,f)t)-‘.d’(f;t) 
+ 1 no(b-, f)“Y’ .d(hl), 
( n21 > 
where D’(f; t) is the derivative of D(S; t), and hence 
o(f;t)-‘.D’(f;f)=d(f;f)~‘.d’(f;t)+ c a@-,f)“t”-‘. 
n2l 
Thus by Proposition 4.4 
N(fi t) = -D(f; t)-’ . D’(f; t), (4.3) 
where Nf; t)=CnaI N(,f”)t”- ’ (i.e., N(f; t) = N”(f )). But (4.1) follows 
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directly from (4.3): As is will known (and also easily checked), the 
derivative of exp(cc(t)) is a’(t) . exp(tx(t)); thus from (4.3) 
4.L t) im t) = XL t) 
( 
1 wf”)f-’ i/vu t) 
n>l > 
= D’(f; t) i/a t), 
and hence the derivative of D(f; t) [,,,(A t) is 0. However, the constant term 
in D(f; t) c,(f; t) is 1, which gives us (4.1). (The same argument shows that 
(4.1) implies (4.3), and therefore (4.1) and (4.3) are in fact equivalent.) This 
then completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let Y: i?[[s, t]] + Z[[t]] be given by 
Y .F, k;. a(k, n) skin i cr(n - k, k)t”. 
/ H n>O k=O 
Y is clearly a ring homomorphism, and if Z[ [s] ] and 7 [[t]] are con- 
sidered as subrings of Z[ [s, t]] in the usual way, then Y(a(s)) = Y(u(~)) = 
u(t) for all a(t) E Z[ [t]]. (Thus Y just “sets s equal to t.“) Equation (4.2) 
will be obtained by applying Y to a suitable identity in Z[ [s, t]]. 
We first need to define some elements of Z[[s, t]]. In what follows 
consider fe M(Z) to be fixed with 1 T(f)1 = m > 0 and T(f) = {c,, . . . . cm}, 
where a=c,<c,< ... <c,<c,+, =b. For l<j<m,JEJ, and xE(a,b) 
define elements Z,(x+, J,f;s, t) and X,(x+, J,f;s, t) of z[[s,t]] by 
Zj(x+, J,f;S, t)= C 1 C 0(x+, (a, d),fP) d--lt”, 
n>O pal dcJnTCc,./“) 
xj(x+, J,f;s, f)= c c X(X+, J~fp) 
n,O pa1 
x0(x+, (a, ~~),fn+~).s~--lf~. 
In the same way also define Zj(x--, J, A S, t) and Xi(x-, J, f; s, t), and put 
.Z?~(X, J,~;s, t)=Zj(x+, J,f;S, I)-Zj(X-9 J,f;S, t) and fj(X, J,f;S, f)= 
Xj(X+, J,,,&S, t)-X,(x--,J,S;s, f). 
LEMMA 4.6. For each JE J 
f Z,(Cj, J,f;S, t) 
j= 1 
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proof. Let n 2 1; then by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.6 (4) 
Q(J, f”) = 1 ~(4 (~3 4, f”) 
ds Jn T(/“) 
= f ‘cl c v(c,, (4 4, .rk) 
j= 1 k=O dcJnr(cI,fk) 
--f “c’ 
1 @(c,+, (0, d),f”-k) 
j=l k=O dtJnT(rj.1*) 
-Q(c,-, (a, 4,f”-k)), 
which is just the coefficient of t”- ’ in Y’u(Cy= 1 p,(c,, .I, f; S, t)). 1 
LEMMA 4.7. Let JE J, x E (a, b), and 1 d i d m; then 
vJ(x, (a, c,), f; t) = W&(x, J, f; s, t)). 
Proof This follows almost directly from the definitions. 1 
Now let J = (u, O) E J, x E (a. b), and 1~ j 6 m; then by Lemma 4.7 
m  
= 1 vJ(x, (G c~), f; ?) Mij(f; l); 
i=l 
we also have 
IIN \  
Y 
t 
1 vO(x, (4 u), f; $1 Nu+, (4 c;), f; t) Mij(f; f) 
i= I ) 
= 1 vO(x, (a, u), f; t) O(u+, (a, Ci),f; t) M,(f; t), 
,=l 
and similarly 
y ( f, v”(x, t”, u), f; s, e(“-, (4 ci), f; l) Mjj(f; f, i= 1 > 
= f vO(x, (a, u), f; t) f%u-, (a. c;),fi t) M,,(f; t). 
I=1 
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Thus c;= 1 X7= 1 A,(& f; t) M,(f; t) is the image under Y of the element 
f. f 12itcj3 J9f 1 Y  t + v”(cj, (4 u)9 f; s, e(“+, (4 ci), f; l) 
j=l i-1 
- v”(Cj, (4 u), f; s, e(“-, (4 ci), f; l)) Mij(f; l)- 
Therefore Theorem 4.3 follows from Lemma 4.6 and the identities given in 
the next result. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let J = (u, u) E J, x E (a, b); then for each 1 < j < m 
zj(X+9J?f;s,t)= f (Xi(x+,J9f;s,t) 
i= 1 
+ eO(X+ 9 (4 u)~ f; s, et”+, (4 ci), f; t, 
- eO(x+, (4 u), f; s) w-, (4 ci), f; t)) Mij(h r), (4.4) 
where 8’(x+, (a, u), f, t) = 0 when u = a. Moreover, this is also true when 
x + is replaced by x - . 
ProoJ: Let n > 0, p > 1; then 
x(x+, J,fP) e(x+, (4 Ci),fn+p) 
=FE X(y9 J7f”) a(.Y~f”+~) X(Y9 (4 Ci)7fn+p) 
=!$ X(y, J, f”) 4Y9 f”) a(f”(Y)~ f”) X(fP(Y)9 (4 ci)T f”) 
=e(x+,J,fP)e(fP(x+), (4ci),f”), 
where t9(fp(x+ ), (a, ci), f”) = lim .“,. K 4fp(y), f”) x(fP(y), (a, ci),f”). This 
means that the right-hand side of (4.4) can be written as 
where Yj (p, x + , J, f; r) E Z [ [t] ] is given by 
Y,(p,x+,J,f;t)=8(x+,J,fP)e(fP(x+),(u,ci),f;r) 
+ e(x +, (a, u), fp) etu +, (a, Ci), f; t) 
- e(x+, (a, u),fP) ecu-, (a, Ci),f; t). 
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Moreover, since 6(x+, (a, u), f”) = e(x+, (a, u), f”) + 0(X+, J, fP), 
Y,(p, x+, J, f; t) = Wf, J, f”)(w”(x+ 13 (4 Ci), f; t) 
- etu-, (a, c,), f; f)) 
+8(x+, (a, U),fP)(e(U+, (a, c,),f; t) 
-eb-, (a, c,),f; tn. 
Note that if n >, 0, p 3 1, and E > 0 is small enough then 
for all y E (x, x + E), and thus 
e(,fp(-~ + 1, (a, ci), f") = i em4 +, (4 ci)3 f").  (4.5) 
Let p> 1; then by (1.12) and (4.5) 
f, YAP, x+, J> f; t) M,(f; f) 
= e(X+, 4 f”) ye Y(Cj, (fPh4 u), f; t) 
+ 0(x +, (0, ~),f~) Y(Cj, J, f; t), 
where the limit in H[ [t]] is taken componentwise and y(c,, @,f; t) =O. 
Now let n >, 0, p 2 1; then the coefficient of sp- ‘t” in the right-hand side of 
(4.4) is the same as the coefficient of t” in C;=, Y,(p, x+, J, f; t) M,(f; t), 
and this is equal to 
0(x+, J, f) lip Y(cj, UP(y), ~1, f”) + 0(x+, (a, ~1, f”) Y(c,, J, f”) 
=4x+ 2 f”) t’; MY, J, f”) Y(c.,, UP(~)> 1-11, f”)
+ xb, (a, u),fP) Y(c,, J, l-7) 
=4-~+,fP)~~ (x(Y, J,f”)YCcj, Jn(fP(.vh~),f”) 
+ X(Y, (0, u), fp) Y(+ Jn (f”(~h 61, f”)) 
=a(~+, f”) yi Y(Cj, Jn (fP(~lh ~),f”), 
where y(cj, 0, f”) =O, since x(y, (v, b), f”) y(c,, Jn (f”(y), b), f”) = 0 and 
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X(Y, J, fp) + xb, (a, u), fp) + X(Y, (14 b), fp) = 1 for all Y E (x3 x + E), 
provided E > 0 is small enough. But 
a(~+, f”) tfi r(q, Jn UP(~), b), .I”‘? 
=O(x+,fP)lim 
yJ.r d,Jn;(, 
I’ 
f ) x(yT (a, d)TfP) n 
=++,.P7 2 x(x+, (4 GfP) 
dEJnI-Cc,,f”) 
= c fqx+, (a,d),SP), 
de/n I-(c,.f”) 
and this is just the coefficient of s p-‘tn in Zi(x+, J, f; s, t). The proof when 
x+ is replaced by x- is almost exactly the same. 1 
5. THE INVERSE OF THE KNEADING MATRIX 
In this section a more explicit expression for the inverse M(f; t) of the 
kneading matrix K(f; t) will be given. Let f EM(Z) with IT(f)1 =m > 0; 
considerfto be fixed in what follows. As usual put T(f) = {cr, . . . . cm}, with 
c,<c2< ‘.. cc,. We make the assumption that J’( {a, b}) c {a, 6); this 
simplifies the analysis somewhat, and it involves not much loss of 
generality, since things can always be reduced to this case (by extending 
the interval on which f is defined). Let c, d E (a, 6); we say that f is of type 
(c, d) if f(a) = c and f(b) = d. Thus f is of one of the four types 
(a, a), (a, b), (h b), and (6 a). 
Let NJ f)= (B9t.L t))l <i,j<m E M(m x m, h[ [t]]) be given by 
Bfj(f; f, = Ytcj, ta9 ci), f; f); 
also define constant matrices Y= (Vii},Gi,jSm, A = {A~},<~,~<, by 
if i< j, 
otherwise, 
and A,=(-l)‘+j (and consider A and I/ as elements of 
Wmxw UICtll). 
THEOREM 5.1. We have 
M(f; t) = (25(f; t) . A + E - 2. V)(E + 2 . B(f; t)), 
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where r(f, t)~Z[[t]] depends only on the type off as follows: 
((4 a) (4 b) (6 b) (b, 0) 
4(f; f) (1 + t)--’ (l-r)-’ 1 (1 - 3-1 
Proof: Let g E M(Z) and c E T(g), JE J; then for each n > 1 we 
have a(c+,J,g”)=-a(~--,J,g”),~(c+,J,g”)=~(c-,J,g”) and thus 
&c+, J, g”) = -O(c-, J, g”); hence 
2~e(c-,.J,g;t)=~J(C+)+~J(c-)-v(c,J,g;t). (5.1) 
This simple property (which was not used in the previous sections) forms 
the basis of the proof. 
The assumption that f( {a, b}) c {a, 6) implies that the element 
@a+, (a, x),f, t) of Z[[t]] is independent of XE (a, b), and this element 
will be denoted by @a +, f; t); f3(a+, f; t) only depends on the type of A 
and in fact: 
(4 a) (a, b) (636) (6, a) 
ea+,fi t) (1 -t)-’ (l-t)-’ 1 (l-2-1. 
For 1 <i,j<m put 
u,== o 
i 
1 if i<j, 
otherwise, 
and S,=l; let U=(Ui,)IGi,iGm and S=(Sii),Gi,jGm. 
LEMMA 5.2. (E+2.B(f; t))K(A t)=28(a+,f;: t).S+E-2.U. 
Proof. Let 1 di, j<m; then by (1.10) 
B(c,Av,Lf;t)= 2 y(c,,(a,c,),f;t)K,,(f;t) 
p=l 
But by (5.1) 
= f Bip(f; r)Kpj(f; t). 
p=l 
2 ’ e(ci-, (a, cj)9 f ;  t ,  = X(a,c,)Cci+ I+ X(a,c,)(Ct- I-  ‘(‘r, t ” ,  cj)3 f ;  t ,  
= 2 .  UC/ - E, + K;j(f; t ) ,  
and thus 
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Hence 
i.e., (E+2eB(f; t))K(J t)=2O(a+,f; t).S+E-2.U. I 
LEMMA 5.3. (2O(a+,fjt).S+E-2.U)(2~(f;t).,4+E-2.V)=~. 
Prod Let T= (T,), Gi,iGm, where TV = ( - 1)‘. It is easily checked that 
(E-2.U)(E-2.V)=E, S(E-2.V)=T,(E-2.U)A=(-l)“+‘.Tand 
if m is odd, 
if m is even. 
We must thus show that [(f; t) = &a+, x t) when m is even, and 
((f; t)(z.e(a+,f; t)-l)=O(a+,f; t) when m is odd, and this can be 
verified by a simple calculation. 1 
Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 immediately give us Theorem 5.1. I 
PROPOSITION 5.4. We have 
det(E+2.B(f; t))-d(S; t)=w(t), 
where w(t) = 1, except when f is of type (a, a), in which case w(t) = 
(l+t).(l-tt)-‘. 
Proof: Put G(f; t)=28(a+,f; t).S+E-2-U; by Theorem 5.1 and 
Lemma 5.3 we thus need to show that det(G(f; t)) = w(t). But, using only 
elementary row operations which leave the determinant unchanged, G(f; t) 
can be transformed into the matrix 2&a+, f; t) . L - W, where L = 
(Lu)l<i,j<m, W=(Wq)~Gi,jb~, and 
1 
L,= 
if i=m, 
0 otherwise, 
if i< j<i+ 1, 
otherwise. 
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Therefore 
&t(G(f; t)) = det(2B(a+, f; t) .L- w) 
=(-l)m+2 f (-l)k+‘O(a+,f;t) 
k=l 
=(-l)“+(l-(-l)“)&r+&)=w(~). I 
6. MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS IN THE UNIT DISK 
Here it will be shown that the elements of Z[ [t]] introduced in the 
previous sections can be regarded as meromorphic functions in the unit 
disk {z E C: 121 < 1 >, and that the poles of these meromorphic functions can 
only occur at the zeros of the kneading determinant. 
Let f~ M(Z) and .ZE J; then, as mentioned in Section 1, the radii of con- 
vergence of 0(x +, J, f; t) and 0(x-, .Z, f; t), considered as power series in 
the complex variable t, are at least 1, and hence we have analytic functions 
0(x+, J,f; .) and 0(x-, .Z,f; .) defined in the unit disk. Thus the same 
holds true for v(x, .Z, f; .) and j?(x, J, f; .), and (provided T(f) # @) also 
for the elements K,(f; .) of the kneading matrix, for the kneading determi- 
nant d(S; .), and for the d,(f; .). 
For f~ M(Z) put s(f) = inf,. , f(f”)““, so 1 <s(f) d Z(f). 
LEMMA 6.1. s(f) = lim,, ‘z Z(f”)“” for each f  E M(Z), 
Proof If J g E M(Z) then I(f 0 g) d I(f) Z(g), since each lap of g con- 
tains at most Z(f) laps off 0 g, and so in particular Z( f"'") < Qf"') I( f ") 
for all m, n 2 1. Put a, = log I( f “); then a, +,, < a,,, + a, for all m, n >/ 1, and 
hence lim, _ a (l/n)a,=inf,., (l/n)a,. (This is a very well known fact 
from real analysis. To prove it, first note that ukm d ka, for all k, m 2 1. 
Now let m 3 1, and put b, =max{u,, . . . . a,}. If n >m then we can write 
n=km+i with k>l and 1 didm, and thus 
1 1 1 1 k 1 1 1 
-an=;akmfrln n 
<-a,,+;u,<-a,+-b,C-aa,+-b,. 
n n m n 
It follows that lim sup,, ~ (l/n) a, B (l/m) a, for each m >/ 1, and 
so limsup,,, (l/n)u, < infn., (l/n)u,. But clearly inf,., (l/n)a, 6 
lim inf, _ m (l/n) a,, and therefore lim, _ ~ (l/n) a, = inf,. , (l/n) a,.) 
Hence 
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s(f) = inf Z(f”)‘/” = inf exp -a 
n31 n>l (A .)=erp(~;{~a.) 
For f EM(I) put r(f) = l/s(f); so l/Z(f) < r(f) d 1. By Lemma 6.1 
r(f) = lim,, o. Z(f”))““, and therefore r(f) is the radius of convergence of 
Z(f; t), when Z(A t) is considered as a power series in the complex variable 
t. Now let JE J and x E (a, b); then 0 < y(x, J, f”) < Z(f” ) J) < Z(f”) for each 
n >O, and hence the radii of convergence of y(x, J, f; t) and Z(fI J; t) are 
both at least r(f). We thus have analytic functions Z(jj .), Z(f 1 J; .), and 
y(x, J, f; .) defined in the disk {z E @: (21 <r(f)}. 
Let N: M(Z) + Z be as in Section 4; for f E M(Z) again let N(f; t) = 
Cna I N(f”) t”-’ and cN(f; t) be the zeta function corresponding to the 
sequence { Nf”) ) n s 1. Then IN(g)1 <2-(T(g)l+ 1 <2-Z(g) for each 
g E M(Z), and therefore the radii of convergence of N(f; t) and iN(f; t) are 
also at least r(f). This gives us two more analytic functions N(f; .) and 
[,,,(A .) defined in {zE@: IzI <r(f)}. 
Remark. If ~-EM(Z) with T(f) = /zl then clearly r(f) = 1. Thus if 
r(f) < 1 then T(f) # 0, and so in particular the kneading matrix and 
kneading determinant off are defined. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1, JE J, and x E (a, 6). Then 
the analytic functions Z(f; .), Z(f I J; .), y(x, J, f; .), N(f: .), and iN(f; .) 
defined in {zE@: I.zj <r(f)} extend to meromorphic functions in the whole 
unit disk. Moreover, these meromorphic functions can only have poles at the 
zeros of the analytic function A(f; .). 
ProoJ: Let T(f) = { c1 , . . . . c,} with c, < c2 < . . . < c, (and thus m B 1). 
Define a meromorphic function F in the unit disk by 
F(t)=(l-t)-‘(l+t.A(f;t)-’ 
X 2 f (-l)if’/j(Ci, Jyf; t)A~(.,fi t)); 
i-1 j=l 
then F can only have poles at the zeros of A(f; .). But (1.11) and (1.13) 
imply that F must be an extension of Z(f ( J; .). A similar argument, but 
using (1.14) (or 1.12)) instead of (1.13), deals with y(x, J,f; .). Finally, the 
result for N(f; .) and [,(f; .) follows from (4.3) and (4.1). (Note that 
O(f; .) and A(f; .) have the same zeros in the unit disk.) 1 
Let 0 <r < 1 and TV be an analytic function defined in the disk 
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(z E @: IzI < Y} which extends to a meromorphic function in the unit disk; 
then we will also denote this extension by CI. Thus the meromorphic 
functions given in Proposition 6.2 will be denoted by Z(f; .), Z(f JJ; .), 
14x, J, f; . ), N(f; L and iNM . ). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; then r(f) is a pole of the 
meromorphic function l(f, . ). 
Proof Put r=r(f); we have l(,f”)>s(f)“=r-” for each n30, and 
hence for all 0 < t < r 
Z(f;t)= C Z(,f”)t”> 1 r-“t’=r.(r-t))‘. 
?I>0 I?>0 
But lim,,,. r.(r-t))‘=aj, and so r is a pole of Z(f;.). 1 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; then r(f) is a zero of the 
anal.ytic function A(f, . ). 
Proqf. This follows immediately from Propositions 6.2 and 6.3. i 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let f E: M(Z) with T(f) # @; then A(f; ) has no zeros 
in the disk {ZE Q=: lz( < r(f )}. 
Proof: By (4.1) we have D(f; t) . (,.,,(A t) = 1, and [,,,(A .) is analytic in 
(EC: (zJ <r(f)}. Th ere ore f D(f; .), and thus also A(f; .), can have no 
zeros in this disk. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let f EM(Z) with T(f) # 0, and let pb 1. rf [ is a 
zero of A(f, .) in the unit disk then 5” is a zero of A(f p; .). Conversel.v, of 
n is a zero of A(f p; ) in the unit disk then r is a zero of A(f; ) for some 
5 with 5” = n. 
Proof. This is a corollary of Proposition 4.2 (again using the fact that 
D(g; .) and A(g; .) have the same zeros in the unit disk.) m 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; then the meromorphic 
function N(f, .) has a simple pole at each zero of A(f, .). In particular, r(f) 
is a simple pole of N(f; . ). 
Proof Recall the following elementary fact from complex analysis: Let 
F be an analytic function defined in some region of the complex plane, and 
let z be a zero of F of order d; we can thus write F(t) = (t - z)~. G(t) 
with G analytic and G(z) #O, and then F’(t) = d. (t-z)dpl .G(t) + 
(t - z)~. G’(t). Therefore if H is the meromorphic function defined by 
H(t)=F(r)-‘.F’(t)-d.(t-z))‘, then H(t)=G(t))‘.G’(t), and so H has 
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a removable singularity at the point z. Hence F-’ . F’ has a simple pole at 
each zero of F. Applying this with F= D(f; .), and using (4.3), we obtain 
that N(f; .) has a simple pole at each zero of D(f, .), and thus at each zero 
OWA.). I 
7. PIECEWISE LINEAR MODELS 
Let REM, gEM(Z’), and let x I-+ I’ be increasing (but not 
necessarily strictly increasing) and onto; in particular, R is then continuous. 
(rc, g) is called a semi-conjugacy off if 7c of = g 0 K. The main result of this 
section (Theorem 7.1) states that iffc M(Z) with r(f) < 1 then there exists 
a semi-conjugacy (rc, g) off such that g is uniformly piecewise linear with 
slope s(f) = l/r(f). (Recall that a piecewise monotone mapping is said to 
be uniformly piecewise linear with slope s if on each of its laps it is linear 
with slope s or -3.) 
Theorem 7.1 can be used to prove a result in Parry [21] about topologi- 
tally transitive mappings in M(Z). A mappingfe C(Z) is called topologically 
transitive if whenever F is a closed subset of Z with f(F) c F then either 
F= Z or int(F) = 0. (This is not the only possible definition; an equivalent 
definition is that {f”(x): n z 0} should be dense in Z for some x E Z; see, 
for example, Walters [24].) Now let (rr, g) be a semi-conjugacy of 
f E M(Z); (n, g) is called a conjugacy off if rr is strictly increasing (i.e., if rc 
is a homeomorphism); we also say that f and g are conjugate. Suppose 
f~ M(Z) is topologically transitive; then r(f) < 1, and Corollary 3 in Parry 
[21] implies that f is conjugate to a uniformly piecewise linear mapping 
with slope l/r(f ). This result will be obtained as a corollary of 
Theorem 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; then there exists a semi- 
conjugacy (IT, g) off such that g is uniformly piecewise linear with slope 
s(f) = llr(f ). 
Proof Consider f E M(Z) to be fixed, and put r = r(f ). Let JE J; then 
by Proposition 6.2 the analytic function defined by the power series 
Z(f 1.Z; t) in the disk {ZE C: IzI <r} extends to a meromorphic function in 
the unit disk, and as in Section 6 we denote this extension by r(f 1 J; -); in 
particular I( f I (a, 6); . ) = f(f; . ). N ow define a further meromorphic func- 
tion A(J, .) in the unit disk by A(J, .) = ,(f I.& -)/Z(f; .). Then 0 < A(J, t) d 1 
for each 0 < t < r (since 1~ l(f” 1 J) Q Z(f”) for each n 3 0); this shows that 
A(J, .) has no pole at the point r, and in fact O<A(J, r)< 1. Put A(J)= 
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A(.I, Y); in what follows we will often use the fact that A(J) = limtT, A(.I, t). 
Note that 
lim Z(f; t) = co, (7.1) 
rTr 
since by Proposition 6.3, r is a pole of f(f; .). 
LEMMA 7.2. A((u,w))=A((u,o))+A((u,~))wheneuera~u<u<w~b. 
Proof. For each n 2 0 
4s” I(% 0)) + f(f” I (u, M’)) - 1 
<4f”I(U, w))G4fnI (u, u))+Wl(u, w)), 
and thus for O<t<r 
IA((u, WI, t) - A((% u), t) - A((& w), t)l 
= Qf; t)-’ Mf I (UT w); f) - 4f I (k 0); f) - 4f I(& w); ?)I 
<l(f;t)-’ 1 t”=[E(f;t)(l-t)]-‘. 
I730 
But by (7.1), lim,T,[l(f;t)(l-~)]-l=O (since r<l), and hence 
A((& w)) - 4(u, 0)) - A((4 M’)) 
= 1:: (A((u. w), t) - A((4 u), t) - A((% w), 1)) =o. I 
LEMMA 7.3. r. A(f(J)) = A(J) whenever JC J is contained in a lap ofJ: 
Proof. Since J is contained in a lap of f it follows that I(f” + ’ 1 J) = 
/(f” ( f(J)) for each n B 0, and thus for 0 < t < r 
I(fIJ; t)= 1 l(f”IJ)t”= 1 + c r(f”+‘IJ)t”+’ 
PI>0 ?I20 
= 1 + t 1 l(f” I f(J))t” = 1 + t . I(“/- I f(J); t). 
I730 
Hence 
IT. AU(J), r) - n(J, [)I 
=4X t)-’ Ir.UlfV); f)-4flJ; ?)I 
d 4f; t)V’ (Ir.Ul f(J); ?I- t .4f I f(J); [)I 
+ If . u” I f(J); f) - u I J; r)l) 
Q Ir-tl +I(f; t)-l, 
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and by (7.1), lim,,, (jr- t( + Z(f; t))‘) =O. Therefore 
r.A(f(J))-A(J)=l$l (r.A(f(.Z), t)-A(.Z, t))=O. 1 
LEMMA 7.4. Let JE J and m k 1. Zf J is contained in a lap off m then 
A(J) G r”‘. 
Proof: For each k = 0, . . . . m - 1 we have f“(J) is contained in a lap of 
fi thus by Lemma 7.3, r.A(f”“(J))=r+A(f(fk(J)))=A(fk(J)). Hence 
A(J) = r”’ . A(f”(J)) < rm. I 
Now define a mapping rc: Z-r [O, l] by letting n(x) = A((a, x)) for 
x E (a, b] and z(a) = 0. 
LEMMA 7.5. The mapping 7~: I-+ [0, 1 ] is continuous, increasing and 
onto. 
Proof: It is clear that 7c is increasing, and if it is continuous then it 
is onto, because n(a) =0 and rr(b) = A((a, b)) = 1. Let XEZ and E > 0; 
choose m2 1 so that r” <E. Then there exists 6 >O such that 
{WE T(f”): Iw--xl <S}c {x}. N ow if we put U=Zn(x-6,x+6) then 
U is a neighbourhood of x in Z, and it follows from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4 
that )rc(y) -rc(x)l <E for all YE U, since if y>x (resp. y<x) then (x, y) 
(resp. (y, x)) is contained in a lap of f”. This shows that rc is con- 
tinuous. 1 
LEMMA 7.6. There exists a unique mapping g: [0, l] + [0, l] such that 
nof=golL 
Proof: If g: [0, l]+ [0, l] is a mapping with nof=gon then 
g(z) = n( f (x)) whenever x E Z is such that n(x) = z. Conversely, this relation 
can be used to define a mapping g with rc 0 f = go rc, provided we have 
n(f(x))=n(f(y)) whenever x, y~‘l are such that n(x)=rc(y). Let x, y~l 
with x < y and n(x) = z(y), and consider U, u with x < u < u d y so that f 
is monotone on [u, u]. Then n(u) = R(U) and hence by Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 
r. A(f((u, 0))) = N(u, 0)) = A((4 0)) - N(a, u)) 
= n(u) -n(u) = 0, 
i.e., A(f((u, u)))=O; thus n(f(u))=x(f(u)), becausef(u) andf(v) are the 
end-points of the interval f( [u, u]). But we can write 
cx, yl= cu,, u,l= [u,, u,l u cu,, %I u ... u cu,-I, %I 
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with f monotone on each of the intervals [u,, uj+ ,I, 06jGn - 1, and 
therefore 
This shows that g exists. The uniqueness of g follows immediately from the 
fact that rc is onto. 1 
Let g: [0, 1 ] -+ [0, 1 ] be the unique mapping with 7t of = g 0 rc, and put 
s = l/r; thus s = s(f). Let (c, d) be a lap off on which f is increasing, and 
let ZE (n(c), z(d)]. Then there exists XE (c, d] with rr(x) = z, and hence by 
Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, 
This shows that g is linear with slope s on [n(c), n(d)]. If (u, u) is a lap 
off on which f is decreasing then a similar calculation shows that g is 
linear on [rc(u), n(o)] with slope --s. Therefore g is uniformly piecewise 
linear with slope S, and this completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 1 
Theorem 7.1 can be used to prove the following result, which is part of 
Corollary 3 in Parry [21]: 
THEOREM 7.7. Let f G M(Z) be topologically transitive; then there exists a 
conjugacy (z, g) off such that g is uniformly piecewise linear with slope 
s(f)= l/r(f). Moreover, r(f)< 1. 
Proof. We need the following simple fact: 
LEMMA 7.8. Let (q g) be a semi-conjugacy off E M(I). If f is topologi- 
tally transitive then 71 must be a homeomorphism, and so in fact (n, g) is a 
conjugacy of $ 
ProofI Suppose 7c is not a homeomorphism; then there exist x, y E I 
with .u<y and X(X)=X(~). Put z=n(x), and for n>O let 
J,=z-l({gn(z)}). Thusf(J,)cJ,+, for each n 2 0 and [x, y] c J,; hence 
{Jn1n>0 is a sequence of non-trivial closed intervals. Let F= U, z r J, ; then 
F is a closed subset of I with f (F) c F and int(F) # @, and therefore F= I, 
because f is topologically transitive. This means that J,, n J, # 0 for some 
m > 1, and thus J, = J, (since for each j, k 3 0 either J, = J, or J, n 
Jk = 0). Let m = min{n >, 1: Jo = J,); then Jo, . . . . J,,- , are disjoint, and 
h07’7X?-7 
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F, = UT:: Jk is a closed subset of Z with f(F,) cF, and int(F,)# fzr. It 
again follows that F, = Z, and hence we must have m = 1, i.e., J,, = I. 
However, this is clearly not possible, because n is onto, and so ‘it is a 
homeomorphism. i 
By Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.8 it is enough to show that iffe M(Z) is 
topologically transitive then r(f) < 1. Let us say that f E C(I) contains a 
horseshoe if there exists m > 1 and J,, J, E J with Jon J1 = @ such that 
f”(Jo) 2 J,, u .Z, and f “( J, ) 3 J,, u J, . 
LEMMA 7.9. Suppose f E M(Z) contains a horseshoe; then r(f) < 1. 
ProoJ Let m be as in the definition off containing a horseshoe. Then 
it is easily checked that r(f ““‘) > 2” for all n > 1; hence by Lemma 6.1, 
l/r(f)=s(f)= lim [l(f"")""]"">2""> 1. 1 
“-a, 
LEMMA 7.10. Let f E M(Z) be topologically transitive; then f contains a 
horseshoe. 
Proof: This is left as a (not very difficult) exercise for the reader. 1 
If f E M(Z) is topologically transitive then Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10 show 
that r(f) < 1, and this completes the proof of Theorem 7.7. 1 
8. COUNTING FIXED POINTS 
Let f E M(Z); recall that if x, y E Fix(f) then x and y are said to be 
monotonically equivalent if no turning point off lies strictly between them. 
This defines an equivalence relation on the set Fix(f), and the number of 
equivalence classes is denoted by cp( f ); hence 1 Q cp( f) < l(f ). For f c M(Z) 
let 
df; t) = c df”)t”-‘7 
n>l 
i.e., ~(f; t) = q'(f); also for pa 1 let v,(t)eZ[[t]] be given by u,(t) = 
PCna1 . P”-’ The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 8.1. Let f E M(Z) with 1 T( f )I = m > 0. Then there exists 0 d 
s < m + 2 and pi 2 1, i = 1, . . . . s, such that 
cp(f; t)= -D(f; t)-’ .D’(f; t)+ i u,,(t). (8.1) 
i=l 
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Proof Later. 1 
As in Section 1 let [(f; t) denote the zeta function corresponding to the 
sequence (WY),,,, i.e., the element of Q[ [I]] defined by 
The identity (8.1) can be transformed into an equivalent identity involving 
[(At): For ~31 let u,(~)EZ?I[[~]] be given by ~,(t)=(l-tP)-‘. Then, 
since up(t) = u,(t)-’ . u;(t), it follows (as in the proof of Theorem 4.1) that 
(8.1) is equivalent to 
i^ (fi t)=D(f; t)-’ fi u,,(t). (8.2) 
r=l 
Now let f~ M(Z); then the radius of convergence of cp(h t), considered 
as a power series in the complex variable t, is at least r(f) (since cp(f”) < 
Z(f”) for each n >, 1); we therefore have analytic functions cp(f; .) and [(f; .) 
defined in {:E @: jzj <r(f)}. If r(f) < 1 then by Theorem 8.1 and (8.2) 
cp(f, .)-and {(f; .) extend to meromorphic functions in the unit disk. By 
(8.2) [(f; .) has its poles at exactly the zeros of the kneading determinant, 
and more is true of cp(f; .): 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; then the meromorphic func- 
tion cp(fi .) has a simple pole at each zero of the kneading determinant off: 
In particular, r(f) is a simple pole of cp(f; .). 
Proof This is the same as Proposition 6.7. 1 
Theorem 8.1 can be used with the results of Section 6 to estimate the 
rate of growth of the sequence (cp(f”)},, , . Let f  E M(Z) with r(f) < 1; by 
Proposition 8.2, r(f) is the radius of convergence of cp(f; t), and so 
lim sup, _ u- cp( f  “)l” = s( f  ). The next result gives a more precise estimate 
of the size of the elements in this sequence. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let f  E M(Z) with 1 T(f )I > 0, let r < 1 and z,, . . . . zk be 
the zeros of D(f;.) in the closeddisk {,-EC: (~1 <r);for l<j<k let d,be 
the order of z,. Then there exists n, > 1 such that for all n 2 n, 
cp(f”)- i d,.(l/z,)” < (l/r)“. 
i= 1 
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ProojI Note that zj # 0 for each j= 1, . . . . k, and so we can define an 
element G(t) of C[[t]] by 
G(t)= -D(s; t)-‘.D’(f; t)+u(t)- i d,+-z,)-‘, 
j=l 
where u(t) = C;= r up,(t). Then by Theorem 8.1 
G(t)= c cp(f”)- i dj(l/zj)” t”-‘. 
n>l j=l 
But G can be considered as a meromorphic function in the unit disk, and 
then (as in the proof of Proposition 6.7) G has a removable singularity at 
each of the points z,, ,,,. zk, thus G is in fact analytic in the disk 
{z E @: Jz( < U} for some u > r. Hence, letting LX, = cp(f”) -CT=, dj. ( l/zj)“, 
the radius of convergence of the power series I,,> rc(, t”-’ is at least U, and 
therefore lim sup, _ o. 1 GI,) “n Q l/u < l/r. There thus exists n, 2 1 such that 
[a,/ < (l/r)” for all n 2 n,. 1 
We now start the analysis which leads to the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
Recall from Section 4 that if a: M(Z) -+ Z then a’: M(Z) + E[ [t]] is defined 
by a’(f) = CHr 1 a(f”) t”- ‘. Let fgM(Z) with IT(f)1 >O; then by 
Theorem 4.1 (or, more precisely, by (4.3)) 
-D(f;t)-‘.D’(f;t)=N(f;t) 
=Q((u,b),f;t)- c 4Lf”)f-‘, 
n,l 
also recalling that Q(J, f; t) = Q(J, .)O(f), and for each JE J, g E M(Z) that 
QV, g) = CccJn Ttg, v(c, (~9 c), g). Thus 
-D(f;t)-1.D’(f;t)=Q((~,b),f;f)-80(6-,(a,b),f;t). (8.3) 
Theorem 8.1 can therefore be proved by establishing a suitable relationship 
between cp(f; t) and Q((a, 6), f; I). For g E M(Z) and J= (u, 0) E J Put 
cu> VI if a(u+, g)=a(u-, g)= 1, 
CJ, 81 = (4 0) 
if cr(u+, g)=a(u--, g)= -1, 
cu, v) if a(~+, g)= 1 and a(u-, g) = -1, 
(4 VI if a(~+, g)= -1 and ~(u--, g)= 1, 
and let cp(J, g) denote the number of equivalence classes in Fix(g) (with 
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respect to monotone equivalence) which intersect the interval [J, g]; also 
Put CpV, .fi f) = cp(J, . )o(f), i.e., 
Note that ~((a, b), f; t) = cp(f; t), We will in fact establish a relationship 
between cp(J,f; t) and Q(J,f; t) for each JE J. 
A couple of definitions are needed. Let J= (u, v) E J and x E [u, 0); we 
say that x is almost-plus-fixed in J by f~ M(Z) if CT(X +, f) = 1 and either 
x E Fix(f) or f((x, y)) c (x, y) for some y E (x, u] with (x, y) n T(f) = $3. 
Let 4+(x, .T, .): M(Z) + Z be given by 
if x is almost-plus-fixed in J by A 
otherwise, 
and put 5 +(x, J, f; t) = 5 + (x, J, .)O (f). Similarly, if x E (u, II] then we say 
that x is almost-minus-fixed in .I by f if cr(x-, f) = 1 and either x E Fix(f) 
or f((y,x))c(y,x) for some ~E[u,x) with (y,x)nT(f)=@. Let 
t-(x, J, .): M(I) -+ Z be given by 
if x is almost-minus-fixed in .I byf, 
otherwise, 
and put 5 ~ (x, J, f; t) = 4 _ (x, J, .)O (f). Now let c E Jn T(f); note that at 
most one of < + (c, .I, f) and 5 ~ (c, J, f) is equal to 1. We put t(c, J, f) = 
< +(c, J, f) + ~ -(c, .T, f), and say that c is almost-fixed in J by f when 
t(c, f) = 1. Finally, if JE J then let [(5, .): M(I) -+ Z be given by <(J, f) = 
CCEJ~TI,, 5(c, J, f), and put HJ, f; t) = 4(J, .)“(f). 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Let f~ M(Z) and J = (u, u) E J; then 
Q(J,f;~)+~“(u+,(u,u),f;~)--o(u-,(u,u),f;~) 
= d-t f; f) - 5(J, f; f) - 5 + (k J, .fi t) - 5 -(u, J, f; t), 
where 8’(u+, (a, u),f, t)=O when ~=a. 
Proof: It is enough to show for each f~ M(Z) and J= (u, u) E J that 
QV,f,+e(u+, (a, uhf)-Qu-, (a, o),f) 
= cp(L f) - 5t.t f) - 5 +(k 4 f) - 4 ~ (0, J, f). 
First consider the case in which J is contained in a lap ofJ: 
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LEMMA 8.5. Let YE M(Z) and K= (c, d) E J with Kn T(f) = $3; then 
e(c +, (a, cl, f) - Nd-, (a, c), S) = cp(K f) - 5 + (c, K f) - 5 - (4 K f). 
(8.4) 
Proof Suppose first that f is decreasing on K. Then it is easily checked 
that 
Rc-t, (a, c),f)-e(d-, (a, 4,f) 
= 
i 
1 if f(c)>candf(d)<d, 
0 otherwise; 
hence (8.4) holds in this case, since [ + (c, K, f) = g_ (d, K, f) = 0. We can 
now assume that f is increasing on K, and thus 
e(c+, (a, c),f)= 
if f(c) < c, 
otherwise, 
and 
e(d-, (a, 4, f) = i 
if f(d)<4 
otherwise. 
Iff(c)<c andf(d)>d then t+(c, K,f)=t-(d, K,f)=O and cp(K,f)= 1; 
iff(c)<c andf(d)<d then <-(d, K,f)=cp(K,f) and t+(c, K,f)=O; if 
S(c)>c and f(d)>d then <+(c, K,f)=cp(K,f) and r-(d, K,f)=O. 
Therefore (8.4) holds in these three cases. Suppose finally that f(c) > c and 
f(d) < d; then cp(K,f) = <+(c, K, f) = r-(d, K, f) = 1, and again (8.4) 
holds. 1 
Now let .ZnT(f)=(c,,...,c,}, with u=co<c,< ... <c,+~=u. Then 
tck, ck+ 1 ) n T(f) = @ for each k = 0, . . . . m, and so by Lemma 8.5 
Q(J, f) + w  + , (a, 4, f) - ecu -, (4 4, f) 
=k$o (@k+, (a, Ckhf)-e(Ck+l-r tav Ck+l)yf)) 
=k;o ((p((ck, Ck+l),f)-t+(Ck, (ck, ck+l)?f) 
-t-tck+l, (Ck,Ck+l),f)) 
=(p(J,f)-5(J1f)-5+(u.J,S)-r-(u,J,f). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 8.4. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 8.1. For gEM(Z) put S(g)= T(g)u {a, h}, and let 
H(g)= {x&s(g):. Y is either almost-minus-fixed or 
almost-plus-fixed in (a, 6) by g >. 
Thus IH( = (((a, b), g) + 5 +(a, (a, b), g) + C(b, (a, 6), g), and so 
n;, IH( f-’ 
=5((a, b),f; r)+(+(u, (a, b),f; t)+5-(b, (a, b),f; f). 
But by (8.3) and Poposition 8.4 
CPM t) = -w I)- l . D’(f; t) + 5((4 b), f; t) 
+ c + (a, (4 b), f; t) + 5 -(b, (a, b), f; 21, 
hence we must show there exist pl, . . . . pA with s <m + 2 such that 
c IH(f”)l Y-l= i up,(t). 
n21 i=l 
(8.5) 
To this end we make a couple of definitions. For f E M(Z) let 
Z(f) = {x E (a, 6): there exists E > 0 such that fn is 
monotone on (x-6, x + s) for all n B 0); 
clearly Z(f) is open, and f (Z( f )) c Z(j) (since if f fl is monotone on 
(x-&,x+&) for all n>O then J=f((x-&,x+6)) is an open interval with 
JC (a, b) and fn is monotone on J for all n > 0). Note that if J is a (con- 
nected) component of Z(f) then f(J) is an open interval, and so f(J) c K 
for some component K of Z( f ). Let I/ c Z(f) and k > 1; we say that CJ is 
a periodic cycle of Z(f) with period k if there exist k (different) components 
J 1 ,..., Jk of Z(f) such that f(J,)c J;,, for i= 1, . . . . k-l, f(Jk)cJl, and 
U= iJs=, Ji. 
LEMMA 8.6. Let f E M(I) and U, V be periodic cycles of Z(f ). Then 
either U= V or On P=0. 
Proof. Suppose On F#@, and let x~an R thus f”(x)eT(f) for 
some n k 0. But we also have f “(x) E D n V, and this implies that U n V IJ 
f”“(U)nf”+‘(V)#@; hence U= V. m 
We say that a periodic cycle U of Z(f) is primary if u n S(f) # 0. 
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LEMMA 8.7. Let f E M(I), n b 1, and do H(f “); suppose that d# Fix(f”). 
Then there exists a unique periodic cycle U of Z(f) such that de a. Also, U 
is primary, and if U has period k then k ( n. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume that d# b and d is 
almost-plus-fixed by f”. Then a(d+, f”) = 1 and, since d# Fix(f”), there 
exists u > d such that (d, U) n T(f”) = @ and f “((d, II)) c (d, u). Thus fi is 
monotone on (d, u) for all i > 0, and so (d, u) c Z(f). Moreover, if J is the 
component of Z(f) containing (d, u) then f”(J) c J, and hence J is con- 
tained in a periodic cycle U of Z( f ). We have d E 7, and by Lemma 8.6, U 
is uniquely determined by this property; also, if U has period k then clearly 
k (~1. Now, since f( 0) c D, it follows that f’(d) E e for all i> 0, and so 
Dn S(f) # @; i.e., U is primary. 1 
Let f E M(Z) and U be a primary cycle of Z(f) with period k; then either 
f" is increasing on each component of U, in which case we say that U is 
orientation-preserving, or fk is decreasing on each component of U, and in 
this case we say that U is orientation-reversing. 
LEMMA 8.8. Let f  E M(Z) and U be a primary periodic cycle of Z( f) with 
period k. 
(1) Zf U is orientation-preseruing then there exists p E {k, 2k) such 
that for all n > 1 we have 
(2) Zf U is orientation-reuersing then for each n 3 1 uje have 
if 2k(n, 
otherwise. 
Proo$ (1) First note that On H(f”) # 12( is only possible when k ( n: 
let x E On H(f”); then either x E Fix(p), in which case we immediately 
have k) n, or x # Fix(f “), and then k 1 n follows from Lemma 8.7. We can 
thus now suppose that n is a multiple of k. Let J,, . . . . Jk be the k com- 
ponents of U, labelled so that f(Jj) c Ji+ , for i = 1, . . . . k - 1; it is easy to see 
that the proof of Lemma 8.6 shows that the closed intervals J,, . . . . Jk are 
disjoint. Let & = [xi, y;], i = 1, ,.., k, put x, = x;, I = xi, y, = yb, , = y’, , 
and for i = 2, . . . . k + 1 let 
X; if fi- ’ is increasing on J, , 
xi= 
Y: if fi- ’ is decreasing on J1 ; 
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also let 
yiz ;:; 
i. 
if xi= y:, 
if x,=x:. 
In particular xk+,=x, and yk+r=y,, since U is orientation-preserving. 
Let lgi6k; then f(xi)=xitl (rev. f(vi) = Y,+ I) provided x, 4 S(f) 
(resp. provided yi$ S(f)). It therefore follows that 
and the same thing holds true when (x1, . . . . xk) is replaced by (yr, . . . . yk). 
But On H(f”) = (x,, . . . . xk. y,, . . . . y, > n H(f”) and, since U is primary, 
ix ,, . . . . Xk, y,, ..., yk} n S(f) # 0; hence the result follows. 
(2) This is similar. 1 
Let f~ M(Z) and U be a primary periodic cycle of Z(f) with period k; 
then by Lemma 8.8, C, $, ( D n H(f”)l t”- ’ is equal to either ok(t), oZk( t), 
or 2. vx.(t). Moreover, the last of these possibilities can only occur when 
IS(f) n 01 2 2. Thus if I/, , . . . . Uk are the (different) primary periodic cycles 
of Z(f‘) and W= I$= r Dj then Ena r IH(f”) n W( t”- ’ can be written as 
xi= r u,>(t) with t< IS(f)n WI. Finally, consider de H(f”) - W; then by 
Lemma 8.7, dE Fix(P), and so fj(d)E Fix(f”) - W for all j>,O. Hence 
dEH(f”)- Wifandonlyifd=f’(c)forsomejZOandsomecE(S(f)- W) 
nFix(f”). From this it easily follows that Cr,l>,l (H(f”)- W( t”-’ has 
the form C’=r u,,(r), where IV,< IS(f)- WI. Therefore (8.5) holds with 
s< IS(j) =m+2. I 
Let f~ M(I) and JE J; then cp(J, f; .) is defined as an analytic function 
in the disk (ZE C: 1.~1 <r(f)) ( since cp(J,f”)dl(f”) for each n 3 1). 
Suppose now that r(f) < 1, and so in particular IT(f)\ >O; then by 
Theorem 4.3, Q(J, S; .), which is likewise defined as an analytic function in 
(ZE @: (~1 <r(f)), extends to a meromorphic function in the unit disk. 
Moreover, this meromorphic function can only have poles at the zeros of 
the kneading determinant. The next result implies that cp(J, f; .) also has 
these properties, and that cp(J, f; .) - Q(J, f; .) is analytic in the unit disk. 
PROPOSITION 8.9. Let f E M(I); then there exists y > 0 such that 
jcp(J,f‘“)-Q(J,r)I dqfov all JEJ and each n>, 1. 
Proof: For g E M(Z) let H(g) be as in the proof of Theorem 8.1. There 
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thus exist p,, . . . . pS such that (8.5) holds. Let JE J and n >, 1; then by 
Proposition 8.4 and Theorem 8.1 
IW? f”) - QM f”)l G 4 + tv1 f”) 
d 4 + a(4 b), f”) + r + (6 (4 b), f”) 
+ L(b, (4 b), f”) = 4 + fw7. 
But H(p) < Cf=, pi for all n > 1. 1 
9. TOTAL VARIATION 
For feM(Z) define an element Var(f; C)E R[[t]] by 
Var(f; t) = C Var(f”)t”, 
?I30 
where Var( g) denotes the total variation of g E M(Z). This section contains 
an analysis of Var(f; t) for a mapping f~ M(Z). The basis of this analysis 
is really the following simple result: 
LEMMA 9.1. Var(f) = l y(x, (a, b), f) dx for each f E M(Z). (Note that 
y( ., (a, b), f) is just a step function, and therefore j y(x, (a, b), f) dx can be 
considered us a Riemunn integral.) 
ProoJ: Let cl, . . . . c, be the turning points of f, labelled in the usual 
order. Then y(x, (a, b), f) = C;=, y(x, (ck, ck+ 1), f) for each x E (a, b), and 
thus 
jY(%(u,b),f)dx= f j~‘(x,(r,Jk+,)>f)dx 
k=O 
=f If( ck+l)-f(ck)i =Var(f ). a 
k=O 
It follows immediately from Lemma 9.1 that 
Var(f; t) = f Y(X, (a, b), f; 1) dx, 
where j y(x, (a, b), f, t) dx E W[ [t]] is given by 
(9-f ) 
j 14x2 (a, b), f; t) dx = 1 j Y(X, (a, b), f “) dx tn. 
?tbO > 
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The main kneading identity can now be “integrated” to obtain an 
identity for Var(f; t). Let f~ M(Z), .ZE J, and CE (a, b); define elements 
SB(x,J,f;t)~xandSv(c,(a,x),f;t)~xof~[Ctllby 
j B(x, J, f; t) d-x = Jo ( j- bk 4 f”) dx) t”, 
j- v(c, (a, x), f; t) dx = 1 j- v(c, (a, x), f”) dx t”. 
PI>,0 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let f E M(Z); then 
+ 1 
(‘t i-(I) 
14x2 (a, b), f; t) j” 4~ (a, xl, f; t) dx. 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 9.1 and Theorem 2.3. (Note 
that, as far as the integration is concerned, we can apply the main kneading 
identity in the form (2.4).) 1 
Let fgM(Z); then Var(f”) < (b-u) .Z(f”) for each nZ0. Hence the 
radius of convergence of Var(f, I), considered as a power series in the com- 
plex variable t, is at least r(f); we thus have an analytic function Var(f; .) 
in the disk {z E @: 121 <r(f)}. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1. Then the analytic function 
Var(f;.) defined in {z~@: IzI <r(f)} _ eaten s d t o a meromorphic function in 
the whole unit disk. Moreover, this meromorphic function, which we denote 
us usual by Var(f; .), can only have poles at the zeros of the kneading 
determinant. 
Proof. Let T(f)={c,,...,c,} with c,<c,< ... CC,. Then by (1.12) 
and Proposition 9.2 
Var(S; t) = ~/8x, (a, 61, L t) dx 
+ f f B(ci, (a, b), f; t) M&‘-i 1) j v(ci, (a, xl, s; t) dx. (9.2) 
,=I ,=I 
The result follows immediately from (9.2). 1 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Let SE M(Z) with r(f) < 1, and let K be the order of 
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the pole of the meromorphic function I(f; .) at the point r(f) (so K 3 1). Then 
the meromorphic function Var(f; .) also has a pole of order exactly K at the 
point r(f ). 
Proof: Put r = r(f ). First note that Var(f; .) is either analytic or has a 
pole of order at most K at the point r (because Var(f”) < (b - a). l(f”) for 
each n 20). Let CE T(f); if r is a pole of y(x, (a, b), f; .) then let K, be the 
order of this pole, otherwise let K, = 0. Thus K,. 6 K, since y(c, (a, b), f”) < 
/(f”) for each n > 0; on the other hand, by Proposition 2.1 it is also true 
that rc=max{rc,.:cET(f)}. By (2.5) 
~(4 (a, b), f; .I = P(.T (a, 61, f; .I 
+ C Y(C, (a, b), f; . N&c, x) 
C-E W) 
+ v(c, (a, x), f; -1) (9.3) 
for each XE (a, b); thus y(x, (a, b), f; .) IS either analytic or has a pole of 
order at most K at the point r. 
LEMMA 9.5. There exists JE J such that r is a pole of y(x, (a, b), f; G) of 
order K for each x E J. 
Proof Let ,S={c~T(f):tc,.=ti} (so S#@). For each CES we can 
write (t-r)” .y(x, (a, b),f, t)=yO(c; t), where yO(c; .) is analytic in a 
neighbourhood of r and yO(c; r) # 0. Define a mapping h: (a, 6) + R by 
h(x) = c ydd; r)(&d, x)-t 44 (a, xl, f; r)); 
deS 
then by (9.3) we have for each c E S that 
h(c) = c rdd; r)(d(d, c) + 44 (a, c), f; r)) = ydc; r) Z 0. 
de.5 
Again note that -6(d, x) is the constant term in v(d, (a, x), f; t) and, as in 
the proof of Theorem 5.1, 8(d+, (a, x),f”) = -t?(d-, (a, x),fn) for each 
n2 1; hence 
6(d, x) + 44 (a, x), f; r) = 1 v(d, (a, x), f”Y 
fl>,l 
=2 1 B(d+, (a, x),fYr” 
n01 
= 2 C o(d+, f”) X(d+, (a, x), fn)rnt 
?I,1 
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and therefore 
h(x) = 2 1 Ydd; r) 1 dd+ > f”, x(d+, (a, xl, .r)r”. (9.4) 
drS II21 
Now choose c E S so that if dE S with df c then f”(d) = c for some n > 1 
is only possible if c is periodic and d lies in the periodic orbit of c. (It is 
clear that such a c E S exists.) Then, using (9.4), it is not difficult to check 
that h is at least one-sided continuous at the point c: If c is not periodic 
then h is actually continuous at c; if c is periodic with period p then h is 
left-sided (resp. right-sided) continuous at c if c is a local minimum (resp. 
local maximum) offP. There thus exists JE J (with c E 7) such that h(x) # 0 
for all x E J, and it then follows from (9.3) that r is a pole of y(x, (a, b), f; ) 
of order K for each x E J. 1 
Now for each XE (a, b) define a meromorphic function Qx; .) in the 
unit disk by F(.u;.)=Var(f;.)-‘.y(x,(a,b),f;.). If O<t<r then by 
Lemma 9.1 and the dominated convergence theorem j F(x; t) dx = 1; 
therefore by Fatou’s lemma it follows that 
1 F(x; r) dx = 1 l,i; F(x; t) dx < limtrrf 1 F(x; t) d.x = 1. 
Thus in particular, if G = {XE (a, b): r is a pole of F(x; .)}, then the 
Lebesque measure of G is 0. This, together with Lemma 9.5, implies that r 
is a pole of Var(f; .) and, if K’ is the order of this pole, then ti’ b K. But, 
as we have already noted, ti’ d K, and hence ti’ = K. 1 
Proposition 9.4 shows in particular that if r(f) < 1 then r(f) is the radius 
of convergence of the power series Var(f; t); this implies that 
lim sup, _ m Var(f”)“” = s(f). In fact it is true that lim, _ ~ Var(f”)‘/” = 
s(f) (see Misiurewicz and Szlenk [ 191). 
If g E M(Z) is uniformly piecewise linear with slope s then Var( g; t) can 
be computed explicitly: Clearly Var( g) = (b - a) . S, and for each n >/ 0, g” 
is also uniformly piecewise linear, but with slope s”; thus Var(g”) = 
(b - a) . S” for each n 3 0, and hence 
Var(g;t)=(b-u).(l-St)-‘. (9.5) 
PROPOSITION 9.6. Let s > 1 and gE M(Z) be uniformly piecewise linear 
with slope s. Then r(g) = l/s (i.e., s is the growth number of g) and r(g) is 
a simple pole of the meromorphic function l(g; .). 
Proof. By (9.5) the meromorphic funcltion Var(g; +) is analytic in the 
disk {zE@: IzI < l/s} and l/s is a simple pole of this function. Thus by 
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Proposition 9.3 we must have r(g) = l/s; in particular r(g) is a simple pole 
of Var(g; .), and therefore by Proposition 9.3, r(g) is also a simple pole 
of 4g; .I. I 
PROPOSITION 9.7. Let f E M(I) be topologically transitive; then r(f) is a 
simple pole of the meromorphic function I( f; . ). 
Proof By Theorem 7.7, f is conjugate to a uniformly piecewise linear 
mapping g. Thus I(g”) = Qf”) for each n 2 0 (since then g” is conjugate to 
f”), and hence r(g) = r(f) and Z(g; t) = /(f; t). But by Proposition 9.6, r(g) 
is a simple pole of the meromorphic function Qg; .), and therefore r(f) is 
a simple pole of the meromorphic function r(f; .). 1 
Let (7t, g) be a semi-conjugacy off E M(Z); then it is easy to see that 
T(g) c rt( T(f )), and so in particular l(g) < l(f ), Moreover, it is clear that 
for each n > 1, (71, g”) is a semi-conjugacy off”, and thus also I( g”) < ,(f”); 
hence r(g) 2 r(f ). 
PROPOSITION 9.8. Let (q g) be a semi-conjugacy of f E M(Z) with 
r(g) < 1 (and so r(f) < 1). Then r(g) is a zero of the kneading determinant 
&f; 1 off: 
Proof: Let o be the unique measure defined on the Bore1 subsets of 
(a, b) such that o((u, v)) = n(v) - rc(u) for all a < u < u d b. Then, generaliz- 
ing Lemma 9.1, we have 
Var(g) = f Y(X, (a, b), f)) ddx). (9.6) 
(Let T(f)={c ,,..., cm}, with a=~,< ... <c,<c,+,=b. Then 
s ~6, (a, b), f) dw(x) 
= 
kto 5 y(xp (ck, ck+ I ), f) do(x) 
since T(g) c n(T(f)).) Thus, corresponding to Proposition 9.2, there is an 
identity 
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Var(g; t) = J P(x, (a, b), f; t) ddx) 
and from this it follows that the meromorphic function Var(g; .) can 
only have poles at the zeros of the analytic function d(f; .). But by 
Proposition 9.3, r(g) is a pole of Var(g; .). 1 
10. AN INVARIANT MEASURE WITH MAXIMAL ENTROPY 
In this section the results of Section 8 will be used to construct an 
f-invariant Bore1 probability measure ZI on Z with the following property: 
There exists C > 0 and q 3 0 such that if JE J is contained in a lap off 
for some n 2 1 then p(J) < C . ny. r(f)“. From this it will easily follow that 
h,(f) = log s(f), where h,(f) denotes the (measure-theoretical) entropy of 
f with respect to p. 
Suppose f E M(Z) with r(f) = 1; then any f-invariant Bore1 probability 
measure ,D trivially has the above property (with C = 1 and q = 0). 
Moreover, f-invariant measures always exist: For example, if x E Fix(f) 
then the unit mass at the point x is f-invariant. It will thus be assumed in 
what follows that r(f) < 1. 
Let f E M(Z) with r(f) < 1 (and so (T(f )I = m > 0); consider f to be fixed 
throughout this section, and put r = r(f ). Let JE J; then by Theorem 4.3 
and Proposition 8.9, cp(J, f; .), which is defined as an analytic function in 
the disk {z E @: IzI < r}, extends to a meromorphic function in the unit 
disk, whose poles can only occur at the zeros of the kneading determinant 
off: As usual, we also denote this meromorphic function by cp(J, f, ). Now 
define a further meromorphic function @(J, .) in the unit disk by 
@(J, . ) = CPU, f; . Mf; 1, 
where cp(f, .) = ~((a, 6), f; .). Then 0 < @(J, t) d 1 for each t E (0, r); this 
shows that @(J, .) has no pole at the point r, and in fact 0 < @(.Z, r) < 1. 
Finally, define a mapping p: I+ [0, l] by letting p(x) = @((a, x), r) for 
x E (a, b] and p(u) = 0. 
THEOREM 10.1 (1) The mapping p: I+ [0, l] is continuous, increasing 
and onto (where by increusing we meun only that p(x) > p(y) whenever 
x2 y). 
(2) Let p be the unique Bore1 probability measure on Z such that 
p( [a, x]) = p(x) for all x E I; then p is f-invariant. 
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(3) There exists C > 0 and q 2 0 such that if JE J is contained in a lap 
off” for some n 2 1 then p(J) < C. ny . r”. 
(4) h,(f) = log s(f). 
Proof: This is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1. For JE J put 
@p(J) = @(J, r). Note that 
Q(J) = ‘I’: @(J, t) = 1;: dJ, f; tYcp(f; t), 
and that lim rlr cp(f; t) = co, since by Proposition 8.2, r is a pole of cp(f; .). 
LEMMA 10.2. @((a, w)) = @((a, 0)) + @((u, w)) whenever a < u < u < 
w 6 b. 
ProoJ: For each n > 1 
Id(K u), f”) + cp((u, W)> f”) - cp((u, w), f”)l Q 13 
and so the result follows exactly as in the proof of Lemma 7.2. 1 
LEMMA 10.3. Let JE J and J,, . . . . Jk E J be the (connected) components 
off-‘(J); then @(J)=Cf=, @(Ji). 
Proof Let Kcl; then it is easily seen that f maps f-‘(K)n Fix(f”) 
bijectively onto K n Fix(f”) for each n > 1. Moreover, if x, y E f- ‘(K) n 
Fix(f”) then x and y are monotonically equivalent (with respect to f”) if 
and only if f (x) and f(y) are. Thus 
~(Jyf”)- i V(Ji,f”) G2k+& 
i=l 
and so again the result follows as in the proof of Lemma 7.2. a 
PROPOSITION 10.4. There exists C> 0 and q 2 0 such that if JE J is 
contained in a lap off” for some n 2 1 then Q(J) < C. nq. r”, 
Proof: First consider the case when r is a simple pole of I(f; .), (This is 
much easier to deal with than the general case.) By Proposition 8.2, r is 
also a simple pole of cp(S; .), and thus for each JE J we here have G(J) = 
Klim tfr dJ, f; t)lU t), where K= limt, Z(f; t)/q(f; t). But q(J, f”) < 
l(f”I J) for each n 2 1; hence 
where A(J) is as in Section 7. Therefore if J is contained in a lap ofI” then 
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by Lemma 7.4, Q(J) < K. r”- ‘; i.e., Proposition 10.4 holds with C = K. r ~ ’ 
and q=O. 
Now consider the general case. Let c,, . . . . c,~ be the turning points off, 
as usual with a=c,<c,< . . . <c,<c,+~=~. For JEJ, l<i,jdm let 
A,(J, f; 2)~ Z[[t]] be as in Theorem 4.3; then there is a corresponding 
analytic function A,(J, f; .) defined in the unit disk. For k 3 1 let 
DkA,,(J,fi .) denote the kth derivative of A,(J,f; .), and put 
OO/1;,(J,,f;.)=/i,,(J,f;.). 
LEMMA 10.5. There exists q 2 1 and d, E R, 1 < i, j < m, 0 d k < q such 
that .for each J E J 
q-l m  m  
Q(J)= 1 c c d,.@d,(J,f; r). 
k=O .j=L i=, 
Proof. Let q be such that for each 1 < i, j < m the meromorphic func- 
tion M,(f; .) is either analytic or has a pole of order at most q at the point 
r. (For example, we can take q be the order of the zero of d(f; t) at r.) By 
Proposition 8.2, r is a simple pole of cp(f; .); thus by Proposition 8.9 and 
Theorem 4.3 
@(J)=lj~d.(t--r)~“+’ f f Ao(J,Jr;t)M,,(,f;t).(t-r)Y, 
j=l i=l 
where d=lim,,, [~(f; t).(t-r)]-‘. But if we let 
G(f)= f f n,(J,f;t)M,(f;t).(t-r)q 
,=I ;=, 
then G can be considered as an analytic function in a neighbourhood of r. 
Therefore @(J)=d.(l/(q- l)!)D”-‘G(r), where D-‘G is the (q- 1)st 
derivative of G, and thus @(.I) has the required form. 1 
For 1 < i, j < m, JE J, and n > 1 let A i;’ (J, f) denote the coefficient of 
t”^’ in .4,(J,f, t). 
LEMMA 10.6. Let JE J, n 3 1 and suppose that J is contained in a lap of 
f”; then AF’(J, f) = 0. 
Proof: Let J= (u, v). It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.3 (in 
particular the proof of Proposition 4.8) that 
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where Y,(P, J, f; t) = Yl (p, J, f; t) - Yii (p, J, f; t), 
Y; (~7 J, .fi cl= O(C~+, J, f”)(e(f”(cj+ ), (u, ci), f; t) 
-et-, (a, Ci),f; t)) 
-etu-, (4 Ci),f; t)), 
and Y, (p, J, f; t) is obtained by replacing cj+ with cj- in the definition 
of Yd (p, J, f, t). Hence 
@‘(J,f)= i Y;-k)(k, J,f), (10.1) 
k=l 
where Yl,k)(p, J, f) is the coefficient of tk in Y,(p, J, f; t). Now let p > 1 
and 0 <k -C n. Then f”(J) n T(f) = @ and f” is monotone on J, and thus 
0(u+, (a, ci), fk) = 0(v-, (a, c,), fk). Similarly, e(fqcj+ ), (a, c,), fk) = 
e(o-, (a, c,), fk) whenever B(cj+, J, f”) # 0, and e(f”(Cj-), (a, Ci), f”) = 
e(o -, (a, ci), f”) when e(c,-, J, fp) # 0. Therefore for each p > 1 the coef- 
ficient of tk in Y,(p, J, f; t) is 0 for 0 d k <n, and so (10.1) implies that 
Ay(J,f)=o. 1 
For k>l let ~(k)=8.r1~kCpP,,(p+2)k.rP. 
LEMMA 10.7. Let JE J, n > k 2 0 and suppose J is contained in a lap of 
f”; then (DkA,(J,f;r)( <a(k+l).nk+l.rn. 
Proof: We have 
D”A,(J,S; t)= c (p-l)...(p-k)@‘)(J,f) tp-k-‘, 
pak+l 
and by Lemma 10.6, ,4 $” (J, f) = 0 for all p < n; moreover, by (10.1 ), 
IAf’(J,f)J <8p for all p> 1. Therefore 
lDkA,(J, f; r)l < 8 1 pk+’ . rp-k-’ 
pan+1 
=8.r”-k c (p+n+ l)k+l ,rP 
pa0 
<a(k+l).nkf’.r”. i 
Let JE J; then by Lemma 10.5 
@(J)<K.max{JDkAii(J,f;r)(: 1 <i,j<m,O<k<q- 11, 
where K=q-m*-max(ldUkJ: 1 <i,j<m,O<k<q- l}. Thus if n3q 
and JE J is contained in a lap of f” then Lemma 10.7 implies that 
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Q(J) <K. a(q). n”. r”. This gives us Proposition 10.4 with C= 
max{K.a(q), rPy). 1 
The proof of Theorem 10.1 (1) now follows from Proposition 10.4 and 
Lemma 10.2 exactly as in the proof of Lemma 7.5 (since lim, _ oc, ny. 
r” =O). Let p be the unique Bore1 probability measure on I such that 
I( [a, x]) = p(x) for all x E Z; then in particular p(J) = @(.Z) for each JE J, 
and hence by Lemma 10.3, p(J) =p(f-l(J)) for each JE J, since 
p( {x}) = 0 for all x E I. This immediately implies that p(B) = ~(f-‘(B)) for 
each Bore1 subset B of I; i.e., p is f-invariant. Part (3) of Theorem 10.1 
follows from Proposition 10.4. 
It remains to show that h,(f) =logs(f), and since log s(f) is the 
topological entropy off it is enough, by the variational principle for the 
entropy, to show that h,(f) 2 log s(f). Thus, by the definition of h,(f), we 
need only find a finite Bore1 measurable partition < of Z such that 
$,(fl5Wog s(f). H ere h,(f I<) is the entropy off with respect to p and 
the partition 5; hence h,(f ) 5) = - lim, _ x (l/n) cBE ;” p(B) log p(B), 
where t,=V;t-:A f-"(t). Let I,, . . . . I,,,+, be the laps of f, and for 
k = 1, . . . . m let Uk be the interval obtained by adding the left-hand end- 
point to Zk; put U,, , = Zm+, and let 5 = (U,, . . . . U,}. Thus 4 is a Bore1 
measurable partition of I. Now let n 3 1 and f, be the set of laps off”; then 
to each element U of the partition 5, there exists BE I,, such that B c U and 
U - B is finite. Therefore, since p( { x}) = 0 for all x E Z, we have by 
Proposition 10.4 that 
-BF< AB)log14B)= - c P(B) logAB) 
n BE I, 
2 - (log C + q log n + n log r) 
= n log s(f) - (log c + q log n). 
It follows that h,(f (5) 3 log s(f ), and this then completes the proof of 
Theorem 10.1. 1 
Il. APPENDIX: KNEADING THEORY FOR MAPPINGS WITH DISCONTINUITIES 
The kneading theory presented in these notes has been concerned with 
the iterates of mappings from M(Z). However, most of this theory is in fact 
still applicable to a slightly more general class of mappings, which are 
allowed to have discontinuities at their turning points. Precisely what is 
meant by this is the following: Let o be some point not in R, put Z, = 
(a, b)u {o}, and call a mapping g: I, --f Z, piecewise monotone if there 
exists m>O and a=c,<c,< . . . <c,<c,+,=h with g-‘(to})= 
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ic 1, .. . . c,, w} such that g is continuous and strictly monotone on each of 
the intervals (ck _ i, c,), k = 1, . . . . m + 1; these intervals (ck- i, ck) will again 
be called the laps of g. Denote the set of piecewise monotone mappings 
g: Z, + Z, by N(Z). 
The iterates of mappings in N(Z) have been studied by various authors, 
in particular by Hofbauer; see, for example, Hofbauer [8,9], Hofbauer 
and Keller [lo], and also Willms [25]. Most of kneading theory remains 
valid for such mappings, as will now be explained. 
For gEN(Z) put T(g) = gP’( {w}) n (a, b). (Note, however, that the 
points in T(g) should no longer be thought of as the turning points of g.) 
If g, /ZEN(Z) then it is easily seen that gob E N(Z) and that 
T(goh) = T(h) u h-‘(T(g)). In particular, if gEN(Z) then g” E N(Z) for 
each n30, and if n>l then T(g”)=T(g”-‘)u(g”-‘)-‘(T(g)). This 
means that (2.2) still holds, i.e., 
T(g”) = {x E (a, b): gk(x) E T(g) for some 0 6 k < n}. (11.1) 
It is more-or-less obvious in which sense these new piecewise monotone 
mappings generalize the old ones: Let f~ M(Z); then a mapping g E N(Z) 
can be defined by letting g(x) = f(x) when x E (a, b) - T(f), and for all 
other values of x settingf(x) = o; thus T(g) = T(f) and g(x) =f(x) for all 
x E (a, b) - T(g). We say then that g is derived fromf, and denote by N,(Z) 
the set of mappings gc N(Z) which arise in this way; i.e., ge N,(Z) if g is 
derived from some REM (and, of course, this element f~ M(Z) is 
uniquely determined by g). 
In the other direction, let us say that ge N(Z) is continuous if 
limyT,. d.d = lim,T. g(y) for each c E T(g), and denote by N,(Z) the set of 
continuous mappings in N(Z). If gE N,(Z) then there exists a unique 
f EM(Z) such that g(x) =f(x) for all XE (a, b) - T(g); we call f the con- 
tinuous extension of g. Thus T(f) c T(g), although it is not always the case 
that T(f) = T(g). Note that Nd(Z) c N,(Z), and that a mapping from N,(Z) 
is in N,(Z) if and only if it is alternately increasing and decreasing on 
neighbouring laps. 
LEMMA 11.1. (1) Let ge N,(Z) be derived from f EM(Z); then g” is 
derived from f”, and so in particular g” E N,(Z), for each n 2 1. 
(2) Let f E M(Z) be the continuous extension of gE N,(Z); then 
g”E N,(Z) andf” is the continuous extension of g” for each n > 1. 
ProojI This is left as an exercise for the reader. m 
Let g E N,(Z) be derived from f E M(Z) and n 2 1; then by Lemma 11 (l), 
T(g”) = T(f”). This means that g” andf” have the same laps. 
The elements of E[[t]] which occurred in kneading theory continue to 
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make sense for mappings from N(Z). Equations ( 1 . 1 )-( 1.4), ( 1.6), and ( 1.7 ) 
can be used to define the analogous functions from N(Z) to iz. (Note that 
the definition of y(x, J, .): N(Z) + Z becomes somewhat simpler, since here 
we can take Z(x,f) = {ye (a, b):f(y) = x}; i.e., y(x, 1, f) is just the 
number of pre-images of x under f which lie in the interval J.) Therefore 
the elements Z(f; t), Z(f IJ; t), ~(x, J,fi t), 0(x+, J,f; t), 0(x-, J,f; t), 
v(x, J, ,f; t), and fl(x, .Z, f; t) of Z[ [ t] ] can now be defined for each 
mapping f E N(Z) exactly as in Section 1. If f E N(Z) with T(f) # 0 then 
the kneading matrix K(f; t) and the kneading determinant d(f; t) off are 
defined in the same way as before. 
All the kneading theory contained in Sections 2, 3, 4, and 6 (i.e., the 
whole of Parts 1 and 2, with the exception of Section 5) remains valid for 
mappings in N(Z). (The only change necessary is a minor alteration to the 
penultimate line of the proof of Lemma 2.4) The results of Section 5 are, 
however, no longer true in this more general set-up, since (5.1) holds for 
g E N(Z) essentially if and only if g E N,(Z). 
The applications of kneading theory given in Sections 7-10 must be 
modified somewhat for mappings in N(Z). We now outline these modifica- 
tions; most of the details are left to the reader. 
Piecewise linear models. It is easy to see that the definition given in 
Section 7 of a semi-conjugacy is no longer appropriate for mappings from 
N(Z), and in order to justify what we will use here we need a couple of 
preparatory lemmas. The set of mappings 7t: I+ I’ which are increasing 
(but not necessarily strictly increasing) and onto will be denoted by 
V(Z, Z’). Let f EM(Z) and rr EV(Z, I’); we say that 7c is f-compatible if, 
whenever x and y belong to the same lap of ,f, n(x) = z(y) if and only if 
J4ft-Y)) = 4flY)). 
LEMMA 11.2. Let (71, g) be a semi-conjugacy off E M(Z); then II is f-com- 
patible. Conversely, if f E M(Z) and rc E V(Z, I’) is f-compatible then there 
exists a unique mapping g E M(Z’) such that (TT, g) is a semi-conjugacy off: 
Proof. This is straightforward (see Preston [23, Proposition 7.21). 1 
The same definition of compatibility will be used for mappings N(Z), and 
then the second part of Lemma 11.2 must be modified as follows: 
LEMMA 11.3. Let f E N(I) and 7c E V(Z, I’) be f-compatible; then there 
exists a unique g E N(Z’) with T(g) = n( T(f)) n (a’, b’) such that g(n(x)) = 
n(f(x)) whenever K(X) E (a’, 6’) - T(g) (where I’ = [a’, b’]). Moreover, if 
f E N,.(Z) then g E N,.(Z’), and if f' (resp. g’ ) is the continuous extension off 
(resp. of g) then (z, g’) is a semi-conjugacy off ‘. 
Proof. This is also fairly straightforward and is left to the reader. i 
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Now let f E N(Z), g E N(Z), and n E V(Z, I’); we say that (71, g) is a semi- 
conjugacy off if K is f-compatible and g is the unique element of N(Z’) 
given by Lemma 11.3. With this new definition Theorem 7.1 still holds for 
mappings in N(Z): 
THEOREM 11.4. Let f E N(Z) with r(f) < 1; then there exists a semi- 
conjugacy (z, g) off such that g is un$ormly piecewise linear with slope 
s(f)= W(f). 
Proof This is the same as the proof of Theorem 7.1. 1 
Counting fixed points. For f E N(Z) let Fix(f) denote the set of fixed 
points off in (a, 6) (and note that Fix(f) c (a, b) - T(f )). We say that 
x, y E Fix(f) are monotonically equioalent if they both lie in the same lap of 
f; again this is an equivalence relation on the set Fix(f). For g E N(Z) and 
JE J let q(J, g) be as in Section 8, i.e., the number of equivalence classes 
in Fix(g) which intersect the closed interval 7; in particular put cp(g) = 
cp( (a, b), g). As before let q( J, f; t) E Z[ [t]] be defined by cp(J, f; t) = 
cp(J, .)‘(f). Then Proposition 8.9 continues to hold for mappings in N(Z): 
PROPOSITION 11.5. Let f E N(Z); then there exists q > 0 such that 
]q$J, f”)-Q(J,f”)I <<for all JEJ and each nal. 
Proof: This is proved by first establishing an identity analogous to that 
occurring in Proposition 8.4, and then making some simple estimates 
similar to those in Section 8. 1 
Let f E N(Z) and JE J; then the radius of convergence of the power series 
cp(J, f; t) is at least r(f ), and so we have an analytic function cp(J, f; .) 
defined in the disk {ZE @: Jz( <r(f)}. Suppose r(f) < 1; then Proposi- 
tion 11.5 and the results of Section 4 imply that cp(J, f; .) extends to a 
meromorphic function in the unit disk, whose poles can only occur at the 
zeros of the kneading determinant. Moreover, note that Proposition 11.5 is 
enough (again with the results of Section 4) to ensure that Propositions 8.2 
and 8.3 are still valid for mappings in N(Z). 
Total variation. Let f~ N(Z) with T(f) = {cr, . . . . cm}, where as usual 
a=c,<c,< . . . <c,<c,+l=b, and define 
Var(f)= f If(ck+,-)-f(ck+)I 
k=O 
(even though this is not necessarily the correct definition of the total varia-‘ 
tion for a mapping in N(Z)). Then Lemma 9.1 and Propositions 9.2 and 9.3 
continue to hold for mappings in N(Z). There is, however, a problem with 
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Proposition 9.4, since the proof of Lemma 9.5 used a property similar to 
(5.1). In order to get around this we need an additional assumption: Let 
f E M(Z) and c E T(f); call c plus-periodic (resp. minus-periodic) if there 
exists n 2 1 such that a(~+, f”) = 1 and limYl,, f”( y) = c (resp. such that 
a(~-, f”) = 1 and lim,rCf”(y) = c). Finally, call c doubly periodic if it is 
both plus-periodic and minus-periodic. Then the following version of 
Proposition 9.4 is true: 
PROPOSITION 11.6. Let fin with r(f)< 1, and let h: be the order of 
the pole of the meromorphic function l(f; .) at the point r(f ). Suppose that 
no element of T(f) is doubly periodic. Then the meromorphic function 
Var(f; .) also has a pole of order K at the point r(f). 
Proof. This is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 9.4. The 
new condition is used to show that the mapping h in Lemma 9.5 is at least 
one-sided continuous at some point of S. 1 
Let f E N(Z) and c E T(f) be doubly periodic; then in particular there 
exists k > 1 such that r~(c--, fk) = o(c+, f “). Thus if f E Nd(Z) then no 
element of T(f) can be doubly periodic (since by Lemma 11.1 (l), 
f" E NJZ) for each k 2 1). 
An invariant measure with maximal entropy. Theorem 10.1 continues to 
hold for mappings in N(Z). Let f E N(Z) with r(f) < 1; then, using the 
results of Section 4 and Proposition 11.5, the mapping p: I-+ [0, l] can be 
defined exactly as in Section 10. Once again p determines a Bore1 probabil- 
ity measure p on Z, and p has the same properties as before. (p being 
f-invariant means here that p(f-'(B n (a, 6))) = p(B) for each Bore1 subset 
B of I.) 
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